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~ Preface ~ 

 Holiday Stress Be Gone! 
Your Guide to Coping with Holiday  

(and everyday) Stress 
   (The complete self-help guide for those with less than perfect holiday experiences.) 

 

    
IS THIS BOOK FOR YOU?IS THIS BOOK FOR YOU?IS THIS BOOK FOR YOU?IS THIS BOOK FOR YOU? 
  
 
����  Let’s find out. Check (�) the following that apply to you. 

 
� My last holiday season was nice, but I’d like to make a few changes. 

 
� My last holiday season wasn’t exactly precious and picture perfect. 

 
� When I think about my last holiday season I can think of some parts of it that were okay, 

some fun, some memorable, but I also feel anxious and unhappy because of other 
experiences. 

 
� My last twenty holiday seasons weren’t exactly precious and picture perfect. 

 
� When I remember last holiday season, my stomach rumbles and my neck hurts. I find myself 

angry, complaining, griping, blaming, hurt and/or resentful. 
 

� When I think about the upcoming holidays, my stomach rumbles and my neck hurts. I find 
myself anxious, resistant, complaining, griping, blaming and dreading it.  

 
� I want to feel in charge of my life, plans, finances, travel, etc., during this upcoming holiday 

season. 
 

� I want to create a better experience this year, for myself, and others involved. 
 

� I want to create a better experience this year for myself. I don’t care about anybody else, 
thank you. 

 
� If I never hear about “the holiday season” again I will be just fine. 

 
� IS IT OVER YET? 

 
I am now aware            

 
 
If you answered “yes” by checking any of the boxes in this exercise, get a cup of your 
favorite beverage (BOC — Beverage of Choice —I won’t judge!), sit back with a box of 4 
or 64 crayons, and keep reading. This book is for you! 
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You may have noticed that talking about, complaining about and kicking cans about your holiday 
frustrations to friends and family hasn’t changed anything. This book is a simple, focused guide for 
dealing more effectively with stress that develops around the holidays. Of course, the steps and 
guidance herein can be used at any time throughout your life to keep you balanced. 

 

Did you know that as much as 97% of all disease (disDid you know that as much as 97% of all disease (disDid you know that as much as 97% of all disease (disDid you know that as much as 97% of all disease (dis----ease) ease) ease) ease)     
is directly or indirectly related to stress? is directly or indirectly related to stress? is directly or indirectly related to stress? is directly or indirectly related to stress?     

MostMostMostMost    of which can do something about of which can do something about of which can do something about of which can do something about ————    like, “the holidays.”like, “the holidays.”like, “the holidays.”like, “the holidays.” 
 
DO IT THE WRITE WAYDO IT THE WRITE WAYDO IT THE WRITE WAYDO IT THE WRITE WAY    
Stress is part of life. Without it, there would be no life. Personal change however happens only 
through conscious and willful efforts. As a speaker, workshop facilitator and educator with a 
background in therapy, I know that to talk about our feelings, frustrations, grief and hurt is very 
healing. But, to make time to write out, sort through and “declutter” our feelings and thoughts can be 
an amazing catalyst for positive change. 
 
Set up like a self-guided workshop, this book will give you stories, exercises, action steps and ideas 

to help you move on and out of stressful situations. It has two sections  the first half is work! Just as 
if you were a participant in one of my workshops, you get to go through a series of questions and 
sentence completions to help you figure out what’s stressing you out and what you really want to do 
about it. The second half are lists of tips and options to help you make the best choices you can in 
order to stay balanced and open to joy this holiday season. 

 
You will see the following symbol (����) alerting you to the opportunity to complete writing 
exercises. (Notice that this writing tool is a “crayon”. Feel free to use a crayon or colored 
pencils, and alternate colors. You need to lighten up about all this STRESS… crayons help!) 
These exercises are meant to give you clarity, focus and direction. For many, this kind 

of work has made profound, life changing insights. (Yes, you can use a pen or pencil too!) 
 
You will also notice that at the end of the sentence completions and/or questions, there is a final 
sentence completion, “I am now aware....” I have found this last sentence completion to be very 
powerful in bringing it all home and to a point of personal clarity. Examples: “I am aware… that I 
really want more alone time during the holidays.” “I am aware… that it’s okay to stop spending so much.” 
 

You’re not here for a You’re not here for a You’re not here for a You’re not here for a longlonglonglong    time, time, time, time,     
you’re here for a you’re here for a you’re here for a you’re here for a goodgoodgoodgood    time!time!time!time! 

 
You will have many options to create a more positive Holiday 
Season by using the tools from this book. You deserve it. 
Remember, life’s short! 
 
Good luck, and Happy Holidays! 
 

Kim,  
“Dr. DeClutter”    

 
The question is not 

“What if I die tomorrow.” 
It is, 

“What if I live another  
20 or 30 years  
the way I am?” 

 
From Kim’s book, 

Letting Go  
With All Your Might 
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� Chapter 1 Chapter 1 Chapter 1 Chapter 1 �    

Tis’ the Season to be Tis’ the Season to be Tis’ the Season to be Tis’ the Season to be Stressed!Stressed!Stressed!Stressed!     
 
 
The holidays. Whether they’re right around the corner or months away (or happening right now!), 
aren’t they wonderful? Joy-filled homes with happy families; safe and easy travel to and from events; 

chestnuts roasting on an open fire and togetherness in honoring family bonds 
in spiritual, uplifting, religious rituals. Mom’s and grandma’s homemade 
everything — can’t you just smell those goodies? Cheerful children opening gifts 
and offering hugs and kisses of appreciation. Moms and dads, brothers and 
sisters, husbands and wives, in-laws and out-laws sitting around sharing great 
memories, current dreams and passions, enjoying a wonderful time with 
laughter and love. 
 

Is this your normal holiday experience? No? 
 
If you have a great family and everything works beautifully over the holidays and just about every 
other day too, I salute you! But, if after reading the above, you are laughing, rolling on the floor, 
wondering what “Kodak® moment display stand” I just fell off of you’re not alone. 
 
Stress is normal and actually a necessary part of life. But holiday and special event stress tends to be 
amplified, feeling bigger than usual and sometimes overwhelming. From last-minute purchases, 
relationship conflicts, and travel emergencies to the death of a loved one and poor finances, the level 
of difficultly in dealing with stress during a season can be too much for some. This is also especially 
troublesome during a time in which so many people are, or are supposed to be having a festive, jolly 
time. After all, they do on the commercials! 
 

FAMILY AND FRIENDS: A SENSE OFFAMILY AND FRIENDS: A SENSE OFFAMILY AND FRIENDS: A SENSE OFFAMILY AND FRIENDS: A SENSE OF    BELONGINGBELONGINGBELONGINGBELONGING    
Traditionally, the holiday is a time of camaraderie, long awaited gatherings, and 
family get-togethers where people fulfill their need to belong. This time of year 
we designate more than others to be a time that we expect to be happy. But 
most often there are a few ingredients missing in the stew that make it sour, 
bitter and uneatable. When pro-active steps are not taken to create a better 
holiday experience, a lot of unresolved emotional issues come to the surface for 
many people. Here are just a few stats and facts to think about.  

 

Here in the U.S.A.Here in the U.S.A.Here in the U.S.A.Here in the U.S.A.    Everyday Issues that Collide with Joy During the HolidaysEveryday Issues that Collide with Joy During the HolidaysEveryday Issues that Collide with Joy During the HolidaysEveryday Issues that Collide with Joy During the Holidays    
    

� Over 25%Over 25%Over 25%Over 25%    of marriages end up in divorce (you’ll hear 50%, but not necessarily true)of marriages end up in divorce (you’ll hear 50%, but not necessarily true)of marriages end up in divorce (you’ll hear 50%, but not necessarily true)of marriages end up in divorce (you’ll hear 50%, but not necessarily true)    
� Mental health care increases 30Mental health care increases 30Mental health care increases 30Mental health care increases 30----35% during January 35% during January 35% during January 35% during January and early February.and early February.and early February.and early February.    
� Typically 80% of psychiatric and psychological problems are related to Typically 80% of psychiatric and psychological problems are related to Typically 80% of psychiatric and psychological problems are related to Typically 80% of psychiatric and psychological problems are related to     
                        marriage and family, and the rest to professional and job conflicts.marriage and family, and the rest to professional and job conflicts.marriage and family, and the rest to professional and job conflicts.marriage and family, and the rest to professional and job conflicts.    
� AntiAntiAntiAnti----Anxiety Medications use is higher than ever before, for all ages.Anxiety Medications use is higher than ever before, for all ages.Anxiety Medications use is higher than ever before, for all ages.Anxiety Medications use is higher than ever before, for all ages.    
� Driving Under the Driving Under the Driving Under the Driving Under the Influence (DUI)/Driving While Intoxicated (DWI) Influence (DUI)/Driving While Intoxicated (DWI) Influence (DUI)/Driving While Intoxicated (DWI) Influence (DUI)/Driving While Intoxicated (DWI)     
                        arrests increase more than 25% during the holidays.arrests increase more than 25% during the holidays.arrests increase more than 25% during the holidays.arrests increase more than 25% during the holidays.    
� There is an increase of suicides between Christmas and New Year's Day.There is an increase of suicides between Christmas and New Year's Day.There is an increase of suicides between Christmas and New Year's Day.There is an increase of suicides between Christmas and New Year's Day.    
� Job security and financial anxiety.Job security and financial anxiety.Job security and financial anxiety.Job security and financial anxiety.    
� Political, financial and international tenPolitical, financial and international tenPolitical, financial and international tenPolitical, financial and international tensions.sions.sions.sions.    
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For many people there is a big bag of masks and costumes that are hauled 
around, worn and adjusted throughout the holidays… just to get through them. 
It takes a toll on you mentally, emotionally and spiritually to not be your 
authentic self, to live in fear and feel anxiety from 
as early as October, and that far reaching ripple into 
the first few weeks in January. We all want to be 
happy, to feel loved, to experience joy. Outside of 

the very few who are content to be alone, we all basically want to be part 
of something, a group of friends, family, and experiences that include 
intimacy with others that we trust and care about. 

 
In the case of holidays, most people want to be part of a happy, close, loving family. A place where 
they are safe to say what they feel, talk about their feelings, dreams and passions, receive support 
and positive feedback on the good stuff, and the bad stuff, and share a very special time together. 
Again, sadly, this is not the experience for most people and their families.  

 
REALITY CHECKREALITY CHECKREALITY CHECKREALITY CHECK    
We are so funny! Think about it, if you can’t get along with your family the other 10 months of the 
year, why should it be different during the holidays?! That’s not only wishful, magical thinking, it’s 
irrational and a bit insane — don’t you think? 
 

Insanity: Doing the same thing over and over Insanity: Doing the same thing over and over Insanity: Doing the same thing over and over Insanity: Doing the same thing over and over     
                                            and expecting a different result.and expecting a different result.and expecting a different result.and expecting a different result.    

 
Over the years, as I’ve traveled nationally and overseas speaking about 
stress, change and transition and living our lives “on purpose”, I have met 
legions of people who have said they’d be happy to change their names 
and move to another country to not have to deal with their family, ever, let 
alone during the holidays. We can all relate to unfortunate 
miscommunications, selfish relationships, control freaks, toxic 
personalities, loud, obnoxious people, and so on. When I ask one of my 
trademark questions, “If your family wasn’t your family, would they be 
your friends?” adding a wag of my head from side to side, raised eyebrows 
and a half-smile, I always leave my audience rolling in the aisles! 
 

So, is this it? Is this what all the holiday stress is about, a few family members that drive you nuts? Or, 
is there more? What exactly is this great dread and pain of a season created and advertised to be so 
warm and fuzzy? What exactly happens during a few days and weeks out of each year to upset the 
apple cart for so many? And, more importantly, is there anything that can be done to change 

frustration to joy  to change resistance to acceptance, chaos to peace?  
 

The bottom line is the same as always in lifechoose your battles wisely! 
You can change some things. You can influence others. And, well, you’re 
not going to change some no matter what! 
 
Learning the fine art of “flowing” with what’s happening, the “what is” of 
life and letting go of reacting to it is a tough one, but, a necessary part of 
life. 
 
 

 
Fond as we are of 
our loved ones, 
there comes at 
times during  
their absence  
an unexplained 
peace. 
~Anne Shaw 

 

This is not  
your war Kira! 
~The Ki 
 Star Trek 
 Deep Space Nine 

    

 

Santa Claus has the 
right idea: visit 
people once a year. 
~ Victor Borge 
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FOUR MAGICAL WORDS TO DIRECT YOUR ENERGYFOUR MAGICAL WORDS TO DIRECT YOUR ENERGYFOUR MAGICAL WORDS TO DIRECT YOUR ENERGYFOUR MAGICAL WORDS TO DIRECT YOUR ENERGY    
 
1.  STOP! 
Here is a great find in the Wizard’s Chest of Magical Words. STOP. Just STOP!  
One word with amazing force and power behind it. STOP. Sound easy? We live 
in a society where being “busy” gets rewarded. The ultimate reward for being 
“busy” is death! STOP! Sit down. Shut off the noise. Close the door. Turn off the 
ringers. Turn up the quiet. Schedule time for yourself and make space for 
change to come into your life and joy to catch up with you! It is one word that 
can change your day, day after day, significantly. You see, if you don’t stop 
yourself when you are frustrated, anxious, tired, overwhelmed and stressed out, 
something will!  
 
2.  BREATHE. 
Another magical word is BREATHE. STOP and BREATHE. We are so unconscious of how we 
breathe. The same is true for our bodies in general, we don’t think about then or take care of then 
until we have problems. Typically, humans are not great in the maintenance department!  
 

We only use about 40% of our lung capacityWe only use about 40% of our lung capacityWe only use about 40% of our lung capacityWe only use about 40% of our lung capacity    
to breathe fromto breathe fromto breathe fromto breathe fromthe top 40%. the top 40%. the top 40%. the top 40%.     

We need to learn to breathe lower, We need to learn to breathe lower, We need to learn to breathe lower, We need to learn to breathe lower,     
from the abdomen, to clean pollution out of our lungs from the abdomen, to clean pollution out of our lungs from the abdomen, to clean pollution out of our lungs from the abdomen, to clean pollution out of our lungs     

and to get oxygen deep into our veins andand to get oxygen deep into our veins andand to get oxygen deep into our veins andand to get oxygen deep into our veins and    brain.brain.brain.brain.    
Mostly we hyperventilate all day.Mostly we hyperventilate all day.Mostly we hyperventilate all day.Mostly we hyperventilate all day. 

 
3.  “NO!” 
Magical word number three is “No!” Just say no. Say no to yourself for the right reasons, and say 
no to being involved in things that really take a toll on you. Will others like it? Probably not! Oh, 
well! 
 
4.  “YES!” 
When you assertively say “NO” to someone, you are actually saying “YES!” to yourself! “NO” I 
will not be visiting my parents this holiday season means, “YES” I’m taking care of myself.” Will 
others like it? Probably not! Oh, well! 

 
Please note that when I say, “Oh, well!” I don’t mean this in a 
cruel, uncaring manner. But as adults, we sometimes need to 
lighten up and come from a place of “who cares” in order not to 
get so hooked into guilt and fear of confrontation and the 
infamous, “What will they think of me?”  
 

PERMISSIONPERMISSIONPERMISSIONPERMISSIONTake time out for yourself so that joy can find you.Take time out for yourself so that joy can find you.Take time out for yourself so that joy can find you.Take time out for yourself so that joy can find you.        
Practice mindful breathing. Take deep, slow breaths. Just sit and breathe for 60 seconds 
and keep your mind empty from thoughts of “should’s,” “ought to’s,” “need to’s,” etc. 
Start your clock. Go. 1001, 1002, 1003… . 
 

How easy or hard is this? We are not a society known for being able to sit still and be in the moment. 
We live in the past and the future, but hardly the present. 
 

What you think of me is 
none of my business. 
~Terry Cole-Whittaker 
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THE GREATEST GIFT OF ALLTHE GREATEST GIFT OF ALLTHE GREATEST GIFT OF ALLTHE GREATEST GIFT OF ALL    
Give yourself the greatest present this year! Your Self!  STOP and BREATHE. Empty your mind and 
JUST BREATHE for 60-seconds at least once a day. That’s right. Do 
“nothing.” Stop being busy and important and scared and stressed for 60 
seconds. After a couple of days, start increasing this to two and three times 
per day. Increase the time until you begin to really feel and know what it is 
to STOP and be with yourself. If someone asks you why you’re doing 
nothing, let them know that you are not doing nothing. You’re doing 
something. You’re breathing! If you don’t take care of yourself now, when 
will it happen?  
 

    
THERE IS NO “SOMEDAY WHEN….”THERE IS NO “SOMEDAY WHEN….”THERE IS NO “SOMEDAY WHEN….”THERE IS NO “SOMEDAY WHEN….”    

    
RISK TO CHANGERISK TO CHANGERISK TO CHANGERISK TO CHANGE    
So, get out your crayons, and let’s start with the first of several exercises. These will help you to 
identify, define and put into print what you really feel and think about the holidays, and help you 
start to focus on what you want to change. 
 
� Jot a word, phrase or statement behind the following topics that apply to your being stressed 
last holiday season. (Invite your family members to do the same!) 
Dump away!! Get it out of your cells and bones for good! 
 
What happened that was stressful to me with… 
 

•  family - 

•  relationships - 

•  friends - 

•  children - 

•  gift giving - 

•  spending money - 

•  gift receiving - 

•  charity - 

•  religious ritual - 

•  use of time - 

•  use of energy -  

•  work -  

•  play -  

•  fun - 

•  food - 

•  alcohol - 

•  decorations - 

Happiness is when 
what you think, 
what you say,  
and what you do 
are in harmony. 
~Mahatma Gandhi 
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•  parties -  

•  meal preparations - 

•  travel -  

Other, (fill in your own): 

•                

•                 

•                

•                

•                

•  I am now aware... 

 

 

 

So, how did that feel! Sometimes it just feels good to get all these thoughts and frustrations and 
concerns off your chest and in print. Sometimes it actually solves the problem just in the doing.  
Did you get any “Oh, I see!” or “Aha’s!”? Write t hem down. 
 
•                

•                 

•                

•                

•                

 
 

RISKRISKRISKRISK----TAKING #101TAKING #101TAKING #101TAKING #101    
Do you take risks in your life to be, do and have what it is that makes you a more 
vibrant, balanced person? This means taking risks to enjoy your life! Few people are 
actually enjoying themselves on the planet, which is very sad. Great depression and 
stress come from NOT risking when we know that change is calling us out. We DO 
have control over this. Is it easy? No. 
 
This book is a challenge, asking you to risk to find out what it is you want during the 
holidays, and every day. Risk to think bigger than usual. You deserve it!  
 

• Risk to ask questions.  

• Risk to tell the truth.  

• Risk to make decisions that others may not like.  

• Risk to make redecisions when it feels right.  

• Risk to talk to those involved in your decisions about what you really want. 

• Risk to be rejected. 
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• Risk to feel. 

• Risk to be angry. 

• Risk to be happy. 

• Risk to be loved for your decisions. 

• Risk to create, find and feel joy. 

• Add your own… 

 

BIGGER PICTURE: THE SECOND RIGHT ANSWERBIGGER PICTURE: THE SECOND RIGHT ANSWERBIGGER PICTURE: THE SECOND RIGHT ANSWERBIGGER PICTURE: THE SECOND RIGHT ANSWER 
For most every question there’s always more than one right answer. Writing our frustrations out on 
paper can help us get a better perspective than just having all these thoughts and emotions running 

around in our heads. There’s always a bigger picture and more possibilities to consider  a second 
and sometimes third right answer. It’s the old, “think outside the box” deal.  
 

In order to identify broad and important personal 
reasons why the holidays haven’t worked out for 
you, the next set of sentence completions will help 
dig out the answers you need to help you to 
reexamine and identify clearly what’s not working 
and what is. Realize too, that sometimes you have 
to bite the bullet and your tongue and deal with it! 

 

����  Finish the following sentences… and be honest! (Make sure you 

invite your family members to do the same.) 

 
1. What I love about the holidays 

2. What I love about my holidays 

3. Holidays stress me out because 

4. The things that stress me out the most are 

5. What I hate about the holidays 

6. What I hate about my holidays 

7. My holidays with my family make me feel

8. When it comes to gift giving 

9. My expectations about the holidays are 

10.   My expectations of my family are 

11.   My expectations of my friends are 

12.   My expectations of myself are 

 

If I had a party to 
attend and didn’t 
want to be there,  
I would play the 
part of someone 
who was having a 
lovely time. 
~Shirley MacLaine 
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13.   I believe that during the holidays, people  

14.   Holiday cooking, and planning for meals 

15.   Holiday food, eating, parties, 

16.   Cleaning for the holidays 

17.   Decorating for the holidays 

18.   Religious observations during the holidays 

19.   Work during the holidays 

20.   Holiday travel 

21.   Visiting family 

22.   Having family visit  

23.   Having friends visit 

24.   Money and spending during the holidays 

25.   Credit cards during the holidays 

26.   Finding time for everything 

27.   The events I wish I didn’t have to participate in include 

28.   The activities I’d rather not be a part of include 

29.   The activities I like being a part of include 

30.   The activities I’d rather be a part of this year are 

31.   The activities I’d like to experience more this year are 

32.   The people I’d really rather not have to deal with are 

33.   The people I’d really like to be with during the holidays are 

34.   My expectations about how my holidays should be are 

35.   My expectations about how my holidays will probably be are 

36.   I would enjoy the holidays more if  

37.   This holiday season, I’d rather be 

38.   My best possible dream of what I want to happen this year is 
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39.   What I really want to happen this year is 

40.   I am now aware… 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: PUT - YOUR - CRAYON - DOWN! . . . BREATHE. . . . 
 
Okay, take a minute to relax! Now look back over your sentence completions. Do you feel like 
you can do anything about the stressors you’ve noted? Well, of course you can! 
 
We’re going to find out how next. 
 
Reminder: Did you do this exercise? This book can be read straight through, but the information 
will be more effective if you stop and complete the exercises. You don’t have to do them all in 
one sitting of course, that would be stressful! 
 

It’s stressful dealing with old emotional stuff, again and again. Here would be a good time 
to refill your BOC “Beverage Of Choice”, stretch and take a little walk around your living 
room, or wherever you are reading. Then, come back and dive in! 

 

NOTES: NOTES: NOTES: NOTES:                                                 

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                    

                                                

                                                    

                                                    

                                                    

                                                        

                                                    

                                                    

    
I stopped believing in Santa Claus when I was six.I stopped believing in Santa Claus when I was six.I stopped believing in Santa Claus when I was six.I stopped believing in Santa Claus when I was six.     
Mother took me to see him in a department store Mother took me to see him in a department store Mother took me to see him in a department store Mother took me to see him in a department store     

and he asked me for my autogand he asked me for my autogand he asked me for my autogand he asked me for my autograph.raph.raph.raph.    
~Shirley Temple~Shirley Temple~Shirley Temple~Shirley Temple
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� Chapter 2 Chapter 2 Chapter 2 Chapter 2 � 
Change: It’s a Good Thing!Change: It’s a Good Thing!Change: It’s a Good Thing!Change: It’s a Good Thing!    

 
 
The “I-can’t-deal-with-this-again” o’meter is different for each of us. One 
person will finish the previous sentence completions and find that maybe they 
just don’t want to travel as much anymore, or it’s time to stop cooking for 
everyone, or unless others are going to help, decorating the whole house is out 
of the question this year. Another will fill it out with agony over family tension, 
arguments, loyalties, territorial rights and years of ongoing family disputes that 
make for a very tense, uncomfortable and agonizing couple of days, weeks 
and months.  
 
Whatever your answers and realizations, I hope that you will make a renewed commitment to 
change “the way it’s always been.” Life’s so short. Sometimes just speaking up and asking for what 
you want or not doing something that feeds the flames is all it takes to move the energy of the 
annual emotional upheaval to a new level of resolution and peace. 
 

We teach people how to treat us.We teach people how to treat us.We teach people how to treat us.We teach people how to treat us.    
 
Will everyone applaud your wanting to change? Of 
course not! But continuing to act and react in ways that 
go against the grain of who you are — creating and 
holding negative, pent-up feelings in your body — which 
develops into illness (dis-ease.) Sooner or later you will 
pay the price for not telling and living your truth. 
 
You may already be paying the price. Headaches, migraines, stomach aches, 

short temper, insomnia, acid reflux, sore muscles, slipped disks, pinched nerves, shortness of 
breath, depression — the list goes on. We are not just body, mind, or spirit. We are all three, 
actually four, Body, Mind and Spirit and “Energy” interwoven. They act and react upon one 
another. They take us away from others and ourselves over and over again. Plus, negative 
reactions from others and experiences become the feelings and visions our children attach to 
holidays and program into memory from and for holidays thus creating another generation who 
vibrates-in-spasms (fight-or-flight and fear) at the sound of bells and hymns on high. 
 

Staying centered and balanced in life is a full time job. Staying centered and balanced in life is a full time job. Staying centered and balanced in life is a full time job. Staying centered and balanced in life is a full time job.     
Most people never take the time to take up the challenge.Most people never take the time to take up the challenge.Most people never take the time to take up the challenge.Most people never take the time to take up the challenge.    

 

 

LISTENING TO YOUR INNER DIALOGUE FOR CLUES FOR CHANGELISTENING TO YOUR INNER DIALOGUE FOR CLUES FOR CHANGELISTENING TO YOUR INNER DIALOGUE FOR CLUES FOR CHANGELISTENING TO YOUR INNER DIALOGUE FOR CLUES FOR CHANGE    
Let’s see where you get caught in duty and loyalty, reaction and routine versus choice and love. 
 
����  On another piece of paper, create 2 columns. In the left column, write out the following 
sentence starters: I can’t, I have to, I should, If I don’t (__) then (__), and I never. Fill out a 
sentence as many times as you have in your mind for each of them. (Make sure you invite 
your family members to do the same.) I’ve created examples in italics here to prime the 
pump. Put into (parenthesis) any “feelings” that arise from the statement. Remember, keep 
filling these out until you’re empty!

 

The simple truth is 
that happy people 
generally don’t get 
sick. 
~Dr. Bernie Siegel 
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1. I can’t  keep doing the same thing for Thanksgiving every year, it’s too much. 

2. I have to  go to my parents’ for Christmas for 5 days (I hate it, it’s exhausting.) 

3. I should  buy my sister-in-law a gift (but I don’t like her). 

4. If I don’t  plan everything  then  nothing’s going to happen. (I resent this.) 

5. I never  have time to myself over the holidays, (and I resent that. When do I get time?). 

 

����  Not that most of what you wrote down is probably a secret to you or anyone else, but 
after filling them out, complete the following two.  
 

1. After filling out all these sentences, I feel 

2. Something I realized about myself by doing this exercise is 

3. I am now aware… 

 
Remember, if we hold in and onto negative emotions, our frustrations, anger, resentments, guilt, 
feelings of loyalties (not love) for others, we create great anxiety and stress in ourselves. All 
anxiety and stress will show up somehow sooner or later “sideways,” in physical illness, 
accidents, etc., when not dealt with appropriately. If you keep teaching others that you will 
“always do everything,” “always be there,” “jump at their demands, tears or request,” etc., guess 
what, they’ll believe you!  
 

The bottom line: The bottom line: The bottom line: The bottom line:     
You’re doing most of this to yourself.You’re doing most of this to yourself.You’re doing most of this to yourself.You’re doing most of this to yourself. 

 
 

REASONS FOR HOLIDAY STRESSREASONS FOR HOLIDAY STRESSREASONS FOR HOLIDAY STRESSREASONS FOR HOLIDAY STRESS    
There is a very quick test to find out how much you are resisting enjoying or being at peace 
during the upcoming holidays. Listen to yourself talk about it! That’s right, start noticing, if you 
haven’t already done so, how much you are talking about the holidays in not so positive and 
uplifting terms. This may include griping, complaining, cursing, arguing, blaming, bemoaning, 
fearing, resisting, sabotaging, feeling guilty and uncomfortable “already.” You may find yourself 
backstabbing family and friends. You may hear yourself bringing up “dramas” from the past, best 
left to rest.  
 

The Top 12 Reasons PThe Top 12 Reasons PThe Top 12 Reasons PThe Top 12 Reasons People Experience Stress During teople Experience Stress During teople Experience Stress During teople Experience Stress During the Holidayshe Holidayshe Holidayshe Holidays    
    

1. They don’t have a plan and don’t plan ahead.  
2. Not taking action on plans. 
3. Confusion: Not knowing what you really want in the first place, so “default” to routine. 
4. Social and personal expectations. Check your “shoulds” and “supposed to be” list and 

see if it’s really true for you and for those you may be forcing it upon. 
5. Trying to change or control other people. Perfectionism falls in this category as well. 
6. Too many responsibilities, real or imagined. You are not Superwoman or Superman. 

Learn to say no and create healthy boundaries, ask for, pay for, get help.  
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7. Fear of rejection: Won’t stand your ground due to fear of conflict and separation from 
others (usually parents). 

8. Lack of communication and following up on personal needs. 
9. Low self-esteem: fear of rejection, fear of making others angry, fear of hurting or of 

disappointing others. 
10. Feelings of being out of control: travel, money, credit cards, too 

many activities and expectationsreal or perceived expectations. 
(Add your own.) 

11. Unforgiveness: Old baggage and resentments from years past and 
from not communicating your needs. 

12. Unpleasant memories and past experiences still charged with 
emotion. 

 
Can you relate to any of these? Notice that this list does not include some stressors that are 
painfully true for a number of people with regards to illness, failing health, grief and issues 
surrounding loss of a loved one. These entail another and deeper level of stress, fear and 
anxiety. 
 
����  Finish this sentence regarding this list: I am now aware… 

    
 

Here would be a good time to refill your BOC “Beverage Of Choice,” stretch and take a 
little walk. Then, come back and keep reading! This year your holidays are going to be so 
much better! 

 

 

NOTES: NOTES: NOTES: NOTES:                                             

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                                

                                                

                                                

                 To change one’s life:To change one’s life:To change one’s life:To change one’s life:    

•         Start immediatelyStart immediatelyStart immediatelyStart immediately    
•     Do it flamboyantlyDo it flamboyantlyDo it flamboyantlyDo it flamboyantly    
•     No exceptioNo exceptioNo exceptioNo exceptions (no excuses).ns (no excuses).ns (no excuses).ns (no excuses).    

                                                                        ~ William James~ William James~ William James~ William James    
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����    Chapter 3 Chapter 3 Chapter 3 Chapter 3 ����    
Finding Happiness Takes WorkFinding Happiness Takes WorkFinding Happiness Takes WorkFinding Happiness Takes Work    

    
    

Are you happy? Really happy? If not, do you know what makes you happy? 
Do you know how to bring joy into your life and make yourself “feel” happy? 
 
I have traveled a lot with my speaking career over 
the years. People have said to me, “You are always 
so happy, funny and cheery. You must love to 
travel all over!” My reply, “No, I don’t like to travel 

much at all, but I love to speak, teach and meet new people.” People 
and conversations about creative ideas make me happy. Sometimes I 
have to travel to get to meet and hear them!  
 
����  Start a list here (and continue it on another piece of paper) of 
things that make you happy. They may be activities, people, events, things, experiences, 
whatever makes you stop in time and space and feel that all encompassing feeling of inner 
ease, peace, joy, calm… happiness. What nurtures your soul? 

1.              

2.              

3.              

4.              

5.              

6. I am now aware… 

 

HAPPINESS DOESN’T JUST HAPPEN HAPPINESS DOESN’T JUST HAPPEN HAPPINESS DOESN’T JUST HAPPEN HAPPINESS DOESN’T JUST HAPPEN ————    
IT’S AN INSIDE JOB. YOUR INSIDE JOB.IT’S AN INSIDE JOB. YOUR INSIDE JOB.IT’S AN INSIDE JOB. YOUR INSIDE JOB.IT’S AN INSIDE JOB. YOUR INSIDE JOB.    

    
    

As “Dr. DeClutter”, it’s time to talk about clutter.As “Dr. DeClutter”, it’s time to talk about clutter.As “Dr. DeClutter”, it’s time to talk about clutter.As “Dr. DeClutter”, it’s time to talk about clutter.    
    
DECLUTTER: FROM THE INSIDE OUT (Clearing out our mental closets)DECLUTTER: FROM THE INSIDE OUT (Clearing out our mental closets)DECLUTTER: FROM THE INSIDE OUT (Clearing out our mental closets)DECLUTTER: FROM THE INSIDE OUT (Clearing out our mental closets)  
Many people wish they were happier, but don’t realize that it doesn’t just 
happen. Happiness takes a conscious effort and work. It is an inside job 
starting with your thoughts, beliefs and perceptions. 

Here is a story I use often in my programs because it works so well and so 
quickly to explain how we are ruled by our perceptions, not by reality or 
truth. I’ve customized it to this holiday topic. 

 
I have found that 
most people are 
about as happy as 
they make up their 
minds to be. 
~Abraham Lincoln 
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Scenario #1: You go to your car in the parking lot after a long day of Christmas shopping at 
the mall and you notice that the car next to yours has a flat tire. You don’t know whose car it 
is. You might think “how frustrating for them”, but basically, it’s soon forgotten about, not 
your problem. You unload your shopping bags, get in your car, start her up and you’re off to 
the next store, home, or wherever. You don’t think about it again. 

Scenario #2: You go to your car in the parking lot after a long day of Christmas shopping at 
the mall and you notice that your car has a flat tire. What do you do, say and think? 
Hmmmm. Feel a bit different this time? Why?     

Bottom line: It’s just an event, a flat tire, a circle of rubber with no air on one 
side(!). Period. Where did all of the emotions come from? 

This is how the holidays affect many people. It’s easy to forget that it’s just an 
event. Note that it is not my intention to take away from 
religious and sacred beliefs. But all that “we” wrap around the holiday 
“experience” is of our making. We each give the holidays a different, 
personal meaning.  

Holidays are moments and days of events that we support. That’s it. It’s a 
time when you decide to get together with a chosen group of people, eat, 
drink, sleep, laugh, decorate, cook, clean, shop, watch TV, laugh, eat, 

drink, nap, go to a religious ritual of your choice, eat, drink, complain about how much you ate 
and how much weight we’ve gained “again,” exchange some stories, tales, gifts, take leftovers 
for the trip back, pack up and go home. That’s kind of it right? Hopefully in there somewhere, 
we enjoy ourselves, love our family and friends, feel happiness, some joy, learn something new, 
share and enrich one another’s lives on all levels. We give it great meaning filled with good 
feelings and memories–no matter what happens! 

LESSON:LESSON:LESSON:LESSON:    “EVENTS ARE JUST EVENTS”“EVENTS ARE JUST EVENTS”“EVENTS ARE JUST EVENTS”“EVENTS ARE JUST EVENTS” 

HOLIDAZE! HOLIDAZE! HOLIDAZE! HOLIDAZE! TO BE ORTO BE ORTO BE ORTO BE OR    NOT TO BE NOT TO BE NOT TO BE NOT TO BE ————    IN CHAOS THIS YEARIN CHAOS THIS YEARIN CHAOS THIS YEARIN CHAOS THIS YEAR    
So where does all the drama come from in this event we call “the holidays?” Remember the 
The Top 12 Reasons People Experience Stress During The Holidays on page 15/16? When we 
don’t feel in control, we react, usually badly. When our tire is flat, (and of course, “There is no 
good time for a flat tire!”) there’s a reaction. Holiday stress is the same. It’s out of your routine 
and a lot of it is out of your control, especially if you’re with family members who won’t stick 
with the plans, who play games, manipulate or are pretty toxic to be around in the first place. 
 

THIS IS A TESTTHIS IS A TESTTHIS IS A TESTTHIS IS A TEST    
What two-word action step can keep you focused and free?  

    Answer:         PLAN AHEAD! 

So, if you wish everything, or at least even a few things were different about the next holiday 
season, you have to move beyond just wanting to be happy about it, beyond wishing it were 
different, you have to plan, PRE-plan and set some realistic goals. Then, you’ve got a chance! 
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And, you need to see the big picture, as well as the incremental necessary detailed steps to get 
more of what you want and help others get what they want, next time around.  

“OH. SHIFT!” DETACHMENT IS THE WAY TO GO“OH. SHIFT!” DETACHMENT IS THE WAY TO GO“OH. SHIFT!” DETACHMENT IS THE WAY TO GO“OH. SHIFT!” DETACHMENT IS THE WAY TO GO    
The way to stay enmeshed in other’s lives, reacting to their dramas and demands, and losing 
your time and energy is to keep attaching to their need for struggle. Learning to detach is the 
answer. It’s the “tough love” tactic. “I love you, not your behavior.” Being able to separate who 
someone is in your life and what they are doing that effects you negatively (and being truthful 
about it) isn’t easy, but necessary. 
 

�  Remember the exercise LISTENING TO YOUR INNER DIALOGUE FOR CLUES FOR CHANGE    
from page 14/15? I have changed several of the sentence starters below. After you’ve read through 

these, go back over your list from before with these changes. Notice if anything changes for you!  
 

1. I can’t … (change can’t to WON’T) 

   I WON’T  keep doing the same thing for Thanksgiving every year, it’s too much. 

2. I have to … (change have to WANT)  

        I WANT to   go to my parents’ for Christmas for 5 days  

3. I should … (change should to COULD) 

        I COULD  buy my sister-in-law a gift. 

4. If I don’t … (change to I WON’T) 

        I WON’T  plan everything then nothing’s going to happen.  

5.   I never … (change never to DON’T OFTEN)  

       I DON’T OFTEN  have time to myself over the holidays 

 
����  After filling out the previous sentence starters with the changes to your earlier list, 
complete the following two.  
 

1. After filling out all these sentences ( with changes),  I feel 

2. I am now aware… 

 

“OH. SHIFT!” “OH. SHIFT!” “OH. SHIFT!” “OH. SHIFT!”     
Did you feel a “shift” internally, in your cells? What changed? Accountability. Who’s responsible 
for your feelings? You are!  

 
You don’t “have” to do anything. Always come from CHOICE. CHOOSE to do 
more things and guilt, shame and “duty” will disappear. CONSCIOUS CHOICE is 
empowering.   

 
Our language, thoughts and beliefs steal our energy and freedom when laced with limiting 
words. Pay attention to what you say about yourself — your “I am . . . .“ statements. What you 
say about yourself and others becomes your truth, and what you believe and live is true — for 
you.  
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Learn to ask yourself questions to identify another level of reality, examine your conditioned 
responses, your “trances” and create new options from which to choose. 

 

Important Important Important Important qqqquestions to ask yourself about your statements and thoughts:uestions to ask yourself about your statements and thoughts:uestions to ask yourself about your statements and thoughts:uestions to ask yourself about your statements and thoughts:    

1. Is this really true?  

2. Who’s problem is it? 

3. How important is this? 

4. What am I going to do about it? 

 
 
Time for a refill your BOC. Stretch, breathe and take a little walk. Then, come back and 
keep reading! This year your holidays are going to be so much better! I’m so excited for 
you! 

 

 

NOTES: NOTES: NOTES: NOTES:                                             

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                                

                                            

                                                

 

And in all of my experience, And in all of my experience, And in all of my experience, And in all of my experience,     
I have never sI have never sI have never sI have never seen lasting solutions to problems,een lasting solutions to problems,een lasting solutions to problems,een lasting solutions to problems,    

lasting happiness and success,lasting happiness and success,lasting happiness and success,lasting happiness and success,    
that came from the outside in.that came from the outside in.that came from the outside in.that came from the outside in.    

~Stephen Covey~Stephen Covey~Stephen Covey~Stephen Covey 
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����    Chapter 4 Chapter 4 Chapter 4 Chapter 4 ����    
What DWhat DWhat DWhat Do You Want?o You Want?o You Want?o You Want?    

 
 

So, since it’s all an inside job, it’s all about our thoughts and perceptions and beliefs. We come 
to the very first step in getting more of your needs met this holiday season and taking better 
care of yourself at the same time. 
  

STEP ONE: BE REALISTIC, CHECK YOUR EXPECTATIONS AT THE DOORSTEP ONE: BE REALISTIC, CHECK YOUR EXPECTATIONS AT THE DOORSTEP ONE: BE REALISTIC, CHECK YOUR EXPECTATIONS AT THE DOORSTEP ONE: BE REALISTIC, CHECK YOUR EXPECTATIONS AT THE DOOR    
Go back to the long list in Chapter 1 and see if you need to work with your 
expectations to be more realistic. Below is an exercise to write just a few 
realistic, simple goals for yourself. 

    
����  Remember, you’re not here for a long time; you’re here for a good 
time! Complete the following to help make the positive changes you 
want. Be realistic, and KEEP IT SIMPLE as you go. 

 
What I look forward to about the holidays is 

 

2. Three things that I will do to make this holiday season more enjoyable are  

1. 

 

2. 

 

3. 

 

  Three changes I will make to create happier memories for myself and my family are 

1. 

 

2. 

 

3.

 

 

The art of being 
wise is the art of 
knowing what to 
overlook. 
~William James 
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Three things that I will ask my family and others in my life to do to support my creating a better 
holiday season are 
 

1. 

 

2. 

 

3. 

 

 I am now aware… 

 
Being realistic also means monitoring your expectations on an ongoing basis. If 
your expectations for yourself, your family, the holidays, etc. are too high, you will 
not only be disappointed, but depending on how you handle your disappointment, 
you can ruin the season for everyone around you as well. Remember, events are 
just events! 

 

STEP TWO: MAKE CHOICES AND SHARE THEMSTEP TWO: MAKE CHOICES AND SHARE THEMSTEP TWO: MAKE CHOICES AND SHARE THEMSTEP TWO: MAKE CHOICES AND SHARE THEM 
The bottom line is, make conscious, realistic choices – and share them with your family and 
friends. Help them to support you by communicating your needs so that 
they know what’s going on. And, ask them to share their needs and desires 
and then see how to plan and compromise to get as many of everyone’s 
needs met as possible. 
 
One of my workshop participants was a single parent with three sons, two of 
whom were teenagers. She just didn’t have the budget to get them all what 
they wanted and for them to buy gifts for one another. So, they sat down, 
talked it out and came up with a doable plan where everyone compromised 
a little. They chose to all pitch in and buy one family ski trip for all of them 
and enjoy a “family vacation” together instead of buying separate gifts. They also decided to buy 
one “gift from Santa” for the youngest boy who was only nine and still needed that to make his 
Christmas shine. They had a great time and created great family memories. 
 

It’s amazing how much praise you will receive for your willingness to change “the 
way it’s always been.” You may find that others may not want it to be that way 
anymore either. Obviously, some people may not like your changes, but each 
person in your family needs to be supported to ask for their needs to be met too. 
And, likewise, keep any and all of the traditions, rituals and holiday events that 
you like. Get creative — add some new ones! 

 

    

    

    

 

Things turn out best 
for people who 
make the best of the 
way things turn 
out. 
~Art Linkletter 
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STEP THREE: ANTICIPATE PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS WHILE STAYING BALANCEDSTEP THREE: ANTICIPATE PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS WHILE STAYING BALANCEDSTEP THREE: ANTICIPATE PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS WHILE STAYING BALANCEDSTEP THREE: ANTICIPATE PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS WHILE STAYING BALANCED    
Anticipate each day and your needs: your time, energy, nutrition, relationships, schedule, etc. 
Maintain your normal routine and a schedule that keeps you on track. This is especially true for 
people who are members of recovery groups, are taking medications, special diets or other 
extremely important reasons for maintaining normal routines. 

 
Holidays are neither an excuse nor a reason to eat or drink more, exercise less or 
act in any way that is different and will affect you negatively. 

 

“SO WHAT?” And, “N“SO WHAT?” And, “N“SO WHAT?” And, “N“SO WHAT?” And, “NOW WHAT?”OW WHAT?”OW WHAT?”OW WHAT?”    
Stuff happens! All kinds of stuff can happen during the holidays from snow 
packed dangerous highways, delayed flights, illness, never finding the 
perfect gift or “toy dé jour!” etc. When stuff happens there are only two 
questions to ask, “So what?” and “Now what?” That’s it. Then, make a new 
decision to stay balanced anyway . . . and have a great day! If you don’t, you 
risk getting caught in the undertow of fear, reaction, anger and/or rage and 
becoming the victim and martyr. Victims and martyrs “awfulize” and 
“catastrophize.” Awfulizing and catastrophizing sound like, “Oh no. Oh, ain’t 
it awful?” “Why does this always happen to me?” “Why now?” “I just can’t 
take it!” Oh, please STOP! 

    
STEP FOUR: STEP FOUR: STEP FOUR: STEP FOUR:     ANSWER THE QUESTIONS, “ANSWER THE QUESTIONS, “ANSWER THE QUESTIONS, “ANSWER THE QUESTIONS, “WHAT DO YOU WANT?WHAT DO YOU WANT?WHAT DO YOU WANT?WHAT DO YOU WANT?””””    
Whenever someone starts complaining, sounding “helpless” or like a victim, I quite pointedly ask 
them one question, “What do you want?” Isn’t this one of the questions we ask children when they 
feel out of control and start crying or acting out? We’re in bigger bodies, but these same feelings 
can take over and we “act out” too! 
 
I directed Girl Scout Camp one summer and we had several little girls who would go off the deep 
end feeling lonely or afraid. I learned to do two things: 1) Remind them to breathe deeply, which 
would stop the crying, and 2) I would ask them over and over “What do you want?” until they 
stopped their out-of-control, downward spiral of energy and came up for air with an answer. When 
the answer was “I don’t know,” we’d sit awhile and I would ask them the same question again until 
they could focus their thoughts and ask for what they needed.   
 
So as adults, we need to be asked, ask others and ask ourselves when feeling confused and 
fragmented, “What do you/I want?” If you don’t figure out what you want and make plans to create 
it (some compromises are necessary along the way too, of course) you will forever be giving away 
your power and letting others dictate what your experience will be. 
 

LIFELONG “TRANCES”LIFELONG “TRANCES”LIFELONG “TRANCES”LIFELONG “TRANCES”    
Caught up in childhood, past traumas and emotional pain, we can get into 
“trances” where our perception and internal vision become myopic. We lose 
perspective and the ability to see options and other ways to do whatever it is 
we are striving for. We give up and “default” into the same old patterns. We 
live unconsciously. It takes your “life energy,” inner determination and 
commitment to yourself to rise above the old stuff.  
 
NOTE: If you sincerely use the exercises, information and guides in this book and still find yourself 
caught up in relationships, stress and emotions that negatively affect your life and choices, it is 
important to do something about it. Schedule an appointment with a professional therapist or life 

 

Have fun … 
anything can 
change, without 
warning, and that’s 
why I try not to 
take on what’s 
happened too 
seriously. 
~Donald Trump 
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coach to help you move past these limits to your freedom, joy and purpose.  (See the back of book 
for my coaching session information.) 

    
    

UnfortunatelyUnfortunatelyUnfortunatelyUnfortunately, the “western way of death”, the “western way of death”, the “western way of death”, the “western way of death”    
is by way of stress, tension, overwhelm,is by way of stress, tension, overwhelm,is by way of stress, tension, overwhelm,is by way of stress, tension, overwhelm,    

obesity, obesity, obesity, obesity, disdisdisdis----ease and heart attacks.ease and heart attacks.ease and heart attacks.ease and heart attacks.    
By taking time to identify your needs,By taking time to identify your needs,By taking time to identify your needs,By taking time to identify your needs,    

you start to reprogram your habituayou start to reprogram your habituayou start to reprogram your habituayou start to reprogram your habitual andl andl andl and    
conditioned needs as part of this societyconditioned needs as part of this societyconditioned needs as part of this societyconditioned needs as part of this society    

to go down a different path.to go down a different path.to go down a different path.to go down a different path.    
    

The goodThe goodThe goodThe good    news news news news and the bad news:and the bad news:and the bad news:and the bad news:    
There aren’t many people traveling the high roadThere aren’t many people traveling the high roadThere aren’t many people traveling the high roadThere aren’t many people traveling the high road,,,,    

so if you can work these same exercisesso if you can work these same exercisesso if you can work these same exercisesso if you can work these same exercises    
with a friend it will be a much easier andwith a friend it will be a much easier andwith a friend it will be a much easier andwith a friend it will be a much easier and    

more enjoyablmore enjoyablmore enjoyablmore enjoyable path to travel!e path to travel!e path to travel!e path to travel! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

YOU DESERVE MUCH MOREYOU DESERVE MUCH MOREYOU DESERVE MUCH MOREYOU DESERVE MUCH MORE    
In my book, Letting Go With All Your Might, A guide to life transitions, 
change, choices and effective redecisions I have a list of areas in life that 
each one of us innately “deserve.” These are issues people struggle 
with every day, like not feeling worthy, deserving, loved or loving; 
feeling guilty, shameful, wrong and bad depletes us of our energy, self-
esteem and spirit. And, what’s extremely important to understand 
about these things that we/you “deserve” is that you deserve them not 
because you are smart, rich, educated, talented, attractive or special in 
any way. You deserve them “innately” — because you are alive! You are “enough” right now! 

 
����   THE “DESERVING” CHECKLIST OF 50 TRUTHS. Read through this list and just feel each of 
these as true for and about you. Then, start at the top again and make a check mark (����) by all 
those entries on the following list that you feel “I don’t” deserve. 

 

I DESERVE...I DESERVE...I DESERVE...I DESERVE... 
�  to be loved. 
�  to make my own life choices. 
�  to be successful. 
�  to get my needs met. 
�  to set my own goals. 
�  to feel good about myself. 
�  to be given to without conditions. 
�  to be talked to gently. 
�  to be seen as capable. 

 

You yourself, as much as 
anybody in the entire 
universe, deserve your 
love and affection. 
~ Buddha, 563-483 B.C. 
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�  to be taken care of. 
�  to be seen as lovable. 
�  to live my dreams. 
�  to be respected. 
�  to be treated nicely. 
�  to be liked. 
�  to be listened to. 
�  to be understood. 
�  to enjoy life. 
�  to be rewarded. 
�  to be supported. 
�  to be healthy. 
�  to feel a part of/to belong. 
�  to be honored. 
�  to be talented. 
�  to have financial freedom. 
�  to be touched with love and kindness. 
�  to be treated with care and kindness. 
�  to live a fulfilling life. 
�  to enjoy my sexuality. 
�  to be in healthy relationships. 
�  to laugh and have fun. 
�  to know more than others. 
�  to take care of myself. 
�  to have time for myself. 
�  to be calm. 
�  to be excited. 
�  to just “be.” 
�  to relax. 
�  to be happy. 
�  to ask for help. 
�  to be acknowledged. 
�  to be smart. 
�  to win. 
�  to be selfish. 
�  to achieve. 
�  to be complimented. 
�  to be wealthy. 
�  to have the best. 
�  to receive. 

 
Did you mark any for “I don’t” deserve? Answer the following: 
 

1.   If you did, what is your belief about yourself in regard to the specific deserving statement? 

2.   Where did you learn that you didn’t deserve this? 

3.   What if...you let go of this old conditioned belief? 

4.   What if...you claim your right to its truth, for you, that you do deserve it, and live with this 
new belief, this new identity about yourself? 
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5.   How would/will you be different if you believe it’s true? 

6.   What will change in you and in your life, if you live from this new belief? 

7.   What’s the worst that could happen if you really believe that you deserve? 

8.   I am now aware... 

 
 
 Here would be another good time for a little BOC break. Then, come back and keep 
“decluttering!” 

 
 
LIVE BY CHOICES, NOT REACTIONSLIVE BY CHOICES, NOT REACTIONSLIVE BY CHOICES, NOT REACTIONSLIVE BY CHOICES, NOT REACTIONS    
 “What do you want?” Go back to the RISK TO CHANGE list from Chapter 1 again and cull out the 
answers to what you really want this year. 
 

• What do you want your holidays to be like? 

• What do you want to do this year? 

• How much money do you want to (have to) — (REALLY have to) spend? 

• Do you want to travel and see family and friends? 

• Do you want to cook? 

• Do you want to clean? 

• Do you want people visiting you? 

• Have you planned ahead? 

• Are you willing to make some compromises? 

• Are you willing to tell others what you want and need and then stand up for yourself? 

• I am now aware … 

 

There are payoffs and price tags for everythingThere are payoffs and price tags for everythingThere are payoffs and price tags for everythingThere are payoffs and price tags for everything    
we do and don’t (or won’t) do in life. It’s a choice.we do and don’t (or won’t) do in life. It’s a choice.we do and don’t (or won’t) do in life. It’s a choice.we do and don’t (or won’t) do in life. It’s a choice. 

 
If you don’t answer these questions for yourself now, or hadn’t months ago, plan and communicate 
your plans as soon as possible “ahead” of time, or you will pay the price again. It 
gets worse every year, have you noticed? 

    
STEP FIVE: STEP FIVE: STEP FIVE: STEP FIVE: COMMUNICATION, A REALLY GOOD THINGCOMMUNICATION, A REALLY GOOD THINGCOMMUNICATION, A REALLY GOOD THINGCOMMUNICATION, A REALLY GOOD THING    
It’s amazing how days, weeks, months, years go by and people who are to 
spend time together, and families (who are most certainly going to be together 
for the holidays) don’t communicate their needs. We as a nation are terrible at 
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direct, honest communication. Seen any soap operas lately? Well, the newspaper headlines say it 
all, don’t they?  
 
All of the previous exercises were really about communication: 

• define what you want (communicate to yourself), 

• communicate to others what you need and want, 

• ask others for their input.  
 
Challenge and risk your ego and emotions on more and more open communication with your 
family. Even if nothing changes, you know you’ve done what you can. You’ll have no regrets. Know 
that if you have children, the more you communicate honestly and openly respecting others right to 
do the same, you are being a great role model for the next generation. 

    
 
Breathe 2-3-4!  Stretch. Coming up next are lists of solutions, options, tool and tips to make 
this year so much better! 

 

 

NOTES: NOTES: NOTES: NOTES:                                                     

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

    

The battle for stress reduction isThe battle for stress reduction isThe battle for stress reduction isThe battle for stress reduction is    
fifty percent awarenessfifty percent awarenessfifty percent awarenessfifty percent awareness    

of your own stress response, of your own stress response, of your own stress response, of your own stress response,     
and fifty percent letting goand fifty percent letting goand fifty percent letting goand fifty percent letting go....    
~L. John Mason, Ph.D.~L. John Mason, Ph.D.~L. John Mason, Ph.D.~L. John Mason, Ph.D.    

Guide to Stress ReductionGuide to Stress ReductionGuide to Stress ReductionGuide to Stress Reduction    
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����    Chapter 5 Chapter 5 Chapter 5 Chapter 5 ����    
Make that List ~ Check it Twice:Make that List ~ Check it Twice:Make that List ~ Check it Twice:Make that List ~ Check it Twice:    

Solutions to Holiday StressSolutions to Holiday StressSolutions to Holiday StressSolutions to Holiday Stress    
 

 

So, with all of the diligent, hard inner decluttering you’ve just done, you “should” ☺ now have your 
list of what you want to have happen for your holidays this year, right? As controlled as this may 
sound, the old adage applies… 
 

We don’t plan to fail,We don’t plan to fail,We don’t plan to fail,We don’t plan to fail,    
We fail to plan.We fail to plan.We fail to plan.We fail to plan. 

 
Of course you cannot control other people and their schedules, emotions and choices, but you can 
plan yours and invite others to be a part of your plans. Compromise where necessary, and support 
a new level of options and ideas to create the space for things to go more smoothly. There are no 
guarantees, but you and yours might just experience more joy this season due to a few new re-
decisions.  

 
One of the keys to attaining sanity around stressful events is “PRE”-planning. 
 

You might just be surprised, others may actually be relieved that someone is taking control and 
moving ahead so that chaos and indecision do not reign! Some may not like it, and others will not 
notice! Remember, you’re doing this for your sanity. Below is a list of areas that need to be 
accounted for when PRE-planning for the holidays. 
 

The National Retail Federation forThe National Retail Federation forThe National Retail Federation forThe National Retail Federation foreeeecasts holiday retail sales casts holiday retail sales casts holiday retail sales casts holiday retail sales     
for 2011 to be $465.6 billion.for 2011 to be $465.6 billion.for 2011 to be $465.6 billion.for 2011 to be $465.6 billion.    

Spending Spending Spending Spending has risenhas risenhas risenhas risen    consistently consistently consistently consistently until the last fewuntil the last fewuntil the last fewuntil the last few    
years due to economic woes, gas prices and bank crashes.years due to economic woes, gas prices and bank crashes.years due to economic woes, gas prices and bank crashes.years due to economic woes, gas prices and bank crashes.    

    
2011201120112011    Online Online Online Online Holiday Shopping Season Holiday Shopping Season Holiday Shopping Season Holiday Shopping Season     

is expected to surpassis expected to surpassis expected to surpassis expected to surpass    $$$$171.1171.1171.1171.1    bbbbillion illion illion illion iiiin n n n ssssales. ales. ales. ales.     
No gas guzzling to shop online.No gas guzzling to shop online.No gas guzzling to shop online.No gas guzzling to shop online.    

 

 
����  PRE-PLANNING CHECK LIST: Check off as you go in your daily efforts in holiday planning. 
Get a notebook and for each heading, write in who does what when. 
 
The first two are the most important checklists to help save your sanity. 
 

� Plan your budget 
If you don’t know how much you have to spend, you’ll be overspending “again” this year 
and stressing about it when the bills arrive in January. Why do this to yourself?  

    
    

                    You need to be interested in life,You need to be interested in life,You need to be interested in life,You need to be interested in life,    
not paying it!not paying it!not paying it!not paying it!    
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� Plan your time 
There’s only so much time —twenty-four hours in a day. That’s it. Whether in-store or 
online, plan ahead for shopping. If you’re annoyed and stressed by crowds, don’t wait until 
the last minute. You’re asking for it!  
 
Want bargains? Real bargains? Shop “after Christmas.” I do, and get great deals on items I 
want at prices unheard of just days before. I also purchase some things for upcoming 
birthdays and other events during these sales including cards, decorations and other things 
that I can use throughout the next years’ holiday season and upcoming events. 

 
People shouldn't have toPeople shouldn't have toPeople shouldn't have toPeople shouldn't have to    put their lives on pauseput their lives on pauseput their lives on pauseput their lives on pause    

or totally rearrange their schedules or totally rearrange their schedules or totally rearrange their schedules or totally rearrange their schedules     
because of the holidays.because of the holidays.because of the holidays.because of the holidays.    

    
 

� Greeting Cards: The Rules to Make and Break 
a) Don’t wait until the last minute!  
b) Have your address list ready to go by November 10th.  
c) You don’t have to write them all at once. Do a few every weekend or 

so. Divide them up and have family help. 
d) The infamous “form letter”: I know some people who absolutely loath 

them and won’t read them, and others who love them. I personally find it’s nice to get 
the whole year of a family’s or person’s life on one or two sides of a piece of paper and 
get the “picture” in my mind. The alternative is the basic holiday card that says, “Hi, 
hope you’re well, thinking about you. Hugs, me!” 

e) Email your cards: Yes, you can. I create and send e-cards to some of my friends around 
the world who I talk to and email a lot. We don’t need to spend the money and time on 
a card that says nothing new.  

f) If you have kids or pets or have gone somewhere wonderful, photo cards are great! 
g) High Tech everything: If you are set up for the whistles and bells for digital photos, 

hand-held devices and videos, you can make great and creative cards with family-fun 
photos, or even movies and send them to your family and friends. 

h) Holiday phone calls: When all else fails, call your family and friends and plan to spend a 
good amount of time just talking to them. An hour on the phone is cheaper than more 
individually purchased and postage-stamped cards! 

i) Send video cards: There are online systems that you can use for free or purchase to 
send videos of you and your family sharing your message with friends and family. 

 
Again, no matter what you choose to do, don’t wait until the last minute and stress yourself 
out. It doesn’t have to be perfect, just filled with love! 

 
 

PERMISSIPERMISSIPERMISSIPERMISSION ON ON ON     Do your best without getting stressed!Do your best without getting stressed!Do your best without getting stressed!Do your best without getting stressed!        
By the way, it is totally acceptable to send holiday cards “after” the holiday. I’ve done it 
and I’ve received them too. Do your best without getting stressed! It’s the thought that 
counts really. 
 

98% of all ma98% of all ma98% of all ma98% of all malls and stores extend theirlls and stores extend theirlls and stores extend theirlls and stores extend their    
shopping hours during the season.shopping hours during the season.shopping hours during the season.shopping hours during the season.    
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THE BUSIEST DAYS TO SHOP?THE BUSIEST DAYS TO SHOP?THE BUSIEST DAYS TO SHOP?THE BUSIEST DAYS TO SHOP?    
    
In the following order: 

1. The Saturday before Christmas. 
2. The Monday before Christmas.  
3. The 2nd Saturday before Christmas. 
4. The Friday one week before Christmas. 
5. Black Friday, the day after Thanksgiving 

 
CYBER MONDAY: An additional shopping day since the increased use of computers and mobile 
devices for online shopping that made the record books in 2010 was Cyber Monday, the Monday 
after Thanksgiving. 107 million clicked for sales topping $1.03 billion for the first time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
                                                                                                                About 1About 1About 1About 12222    billion holiday catalogs,billion holiday catalogs,billion holiday catalogs,billion holiday catalogs,    

about 50 per household, about 50 per household, about 50 per household, about 50 per household,     
will be mailed this year. will be mailed this year. will be mailed this year. will be mailed this year.     

Holiday catalogs will be sent out less and lessHoliday catalogs will be sent out less and lessHoliday catalogs will be sent out less and lessHoliday catalogs will be sent out less and less    
as we as we as we as we go greener and greener and people are shopping online.go greener and greener and people are shopping online.go greener and greener and people are shopping online.go greener and greener and people are shopping online.    

But, they are still delivered in the billions.But, they are still delivered in the billions.But, they are still delivered in the billions.But, they are still delivered in the billions.    

    
THE 12 SHOPPING RULES FOR SANITY!THE 12 SHOPPING RULES FOR SANITY!THE 12 SHOPPING RULES FOR SANITY!THE 12 SHOPPING RULES FOR SANITY!    
    
1. Plan ahead; this includes for weather as well 

2. Take your list that is PRE-BUDGETED. (STICK TO IT!) 

3. Take energy bars or almonds/nuts/protein to snack on. (If you get woozy from   

low blood sugar you’ll buy things you don’t need or you’ll quit before 

accomplishing anything.)  

4. Have enough cash for food breaks in addition to what you’re using for purchases. 

5. Don’t use plastic if you know you don’t have the income to pay for it. 

6. Plan to carry packages and not your coat or children. 

7. Wear comfortable shoes and clothes. 

8. Make a notation somewhere to remind you where you parked your car so that 

you don’t have to waste brain cells freaking out trying to remember where your 

car is. After all, you’ve gone to 3 malls, 7 shops and miscellaneous errand stops. 

Better yet, use valet parking when you can — sometimes it free at Christmas!  

9. Take your cell phone, but please be considerate of others (don’t be one of the 

obnoxious people who has it ringing all the time and talks way too loud.) 

10.  Stop and enjoy the music, decorations, and other wonders of the season. 

11.  No griping! 

12.  Have fun! 
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� Gift Buying and Shopping Madness 
a) Don’t wait until the last minute!  
b) Make a Holiday Gift Notebook to keep all the notes, ideas and lists 

for shopping, including where, when, who wants what, and how 
much you’re budgeting for each and what you’ve spent. It’s too easy 
to overspend “in the moment” or forget that you’ve already 
purchased gifts for some people on your list and find out later that 
you purchased too much. 

c) Find out what others might like by talking to them, listening to them, or asking their 
close family/friends throughout the year. When someone says, “I’d love to have that,” or 
“I really like _____,” make a note in your Holiday Gift Notebook. When the holidays 
come up, you’re ready with a list of ideas. 

d) Buy throughout the year when you come across items and ideas that are in your 
notebook (You can find the gifts you’re looking for on sale sometimes this way too!) and 
things that just “hit you” that a particular person would like.  
     Something that really has worked for me for a long time, is that I have a “gift box” in 
my closet. When I find things that I want to give to others prior to their special day, I 
buy it, put it in the gift box, labeled of course, and it’s ready to go when it’s time. I pre-
buy birthday and other greeting cards when on sale too and always have cards ready to 
send. 

e) Buy online, let your mouse and plastic do the shopping! I realize I said previously to not 
use plastic so much and watch your budget, but you can do this online shopping as well. 
Keep your budget in place and make the best buys you can. For some items and some 
people, this is totally worth it.  

f) Call in your catalog orders early to make sure you get your item choice (they’re not out 
of stock); there’s enough time to get the item sent by mail or shipped and at the least 
shipping cost. 
      In one of my past lives, I worked as a phone order representative for Cabela’s 
“World’s Foremost Outfitter” in Nebraska. During November and December, as the 
Christmas shopping crunch tightened, we received over 70,000 calls a day! It never 
ceased to amaze me how many people would wait until the day or two before Christmas 
and be stunned that they couldn’t get their order to its destination “just across a couple 
of states, for goodness sake,” by overnight delivery! That doesn’t even account for all of 
the customers who couldn’t believe they couldn’t get their size or color or whatever 
because they were sold out already! 

g) Keep it simple. Maybe it’s not something that fits into a box. Maybe it’s a trip to the 
movies together, a “Personal Certificate” to do something special for or with that 
person, such as clean their house, remodel, decorate, baby sit, work on a scrapbook (see 
h) or help them garden. Be creative — maybe a car wash or car detailing; a class or 
course they’d like to take such as pottery or dance; “gifts of experience” are great, like 
helping a child put together an ant farm, bird watching, or going fishing. Maybe it’s a 
ticket for a visit to the museum, an art showing, car show, hobby fair or festival or 
something special that only comes around during the holidays.  
   EXAMPLE: In Denver, we have the annual Denver Zoo Wildlights that is scheduled for 
only a month each year, the day after Thanksgiving to the end of December. The Zoo 
features animated animal sculptures, a dazzling display of over one million lights, 
glittering trees, warm treats, holiday entertainment and family activities, all for a very 
reasonable price. This is also very supportive of spending family and friend “quality 
time” together, creating new stories and memories for any age. Don’t forget the 
cameras and camcorders! 

h) Handmade items are thoughtful and from the heart.  
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i) Homemade goodies are always great, such as homemade cookies, breads, something 
ethnic or special in your family and other treasures such as putting together grandma’s 
recipes in a book so that each child or grandchild will have them, or family photo album 
completions or genealogy research, scrapbooks or even a coupon to help someone put 
together their album will surely be huge successes. 

j) Give me an M. Give me an A. Give me an L. Give me another L. What does that spell? 
MAAAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLLLL. Shop til’ ya drop!  

k) Make sure to keep you receipts and ask for Gift Receipts if giving the gift knowing that 
they may want to return it, and so can easily. 

l) Have one place where you put receipts and purchase paperwork so to cut down on 
stress from lost and misplaced items and important papers. 

 
FACTOIDFACTOIDFACTOIDFACTOIDS: Malls and Online ShoppingS: Malls and Online ShoppingS: Malls and Online ShoppingS: Malls and Online Shopping    

    
Though online shopping grows wildly each year, some people still need to feel, touch and try on Though online shopping grows wildly each year, some people still need to feel, touch and try on Though online shopping grows wildly each year, some people still need to feel, touch and try on Though online shopping grows wildly each year, some people still need to feel, touch and try on 
item before they buy item before they buy item before they buy item before they buy ————    so they shop in brick and mortar stores and malls.so they shop in brick and mortar stores and malls.so they shop in brick and mortar stores and malls.so they shop in brick and mortar stores and malls.    

    
• The National Retail Federation's digital division, saysThe National Retail Federation's digital division, saysThe National Retail Federation's digital division, saysThe National Retail Federation's digital division, says    eight out of 10 online retailers offered eight out of 10 online retailers offered eight out of 10 online retailers offered eight out of 10 online retailers offered 

free shipping during the past holiday seasons. This is of course increasing every year to get free shipping during the past holiday seasons. This is of course increasing every year to get free shipping during the past holiday seasons. This is of course increasing every year to get free shipping during the past holiday seasons. This is of course increasing every year to get 
your purchase!your purchase!your purchase!your purchase!        

• MiddleMiddleMiddleMiddle----income adults are the majority of online shoppers, because most sites require credit income adults are the majority of online shoppers, because most sites require credit income adults are the majority of online shoppers, because most sites require credit income adults are the majority of online shoppers, because most sites require credit 
card paymentcard paymentcard paymentcard payments. s. s. s.     

• The eThe eThe eThe e----tail industry has begun to attract the teenage market by offering more payment tail industry has begun to attract the teenage market by offering more payment tail industry has begun to attract the teenage market by offering more payment tail industry has begun to attract the teenage market by offering more payment 
options. These include virtual debit or credit cards that allow young people to buy things options. These include virtual debit or credit cards that allow young people to buy things options. These include virtual debit or credit cards that allow young people to buy things options. These include virtual debit or credit cards that allow young people to buy things 
up to a certain dollar amount.up to a certain dollar amount.up to a certain dollar amount.up to a certain dollar amount. 

• Mobile devices: Mobile devices: Mobile devices: Mobile devices: The constantlyThe constantlyThe constantlyThe constantly----usedusedusedused----handheldhandheldhandheldhandheld----online invention connections making online invention connections making online invention connections making online invention connections making 
shopping “mobile” lets people shop anywhere, anshopping “mobile” lets people shop anywhere, anshopping “mobile” lets people shop anywhere, anshopping “mobile” lets people shop anywhere, anytime online: The cell phone, iytime online: The cell phone, iytime online: The cell phone, iytime online: The cell phone, iphonephonephonephone, , , , 
ipadipadipadipad, Black Berry, etc., Black Berry, etc., Black Berry, etc., Black Berry, etc.    Some phone s can scan the bar codes in a store to find out the Some phone s can scan the bar codes in a store to find out the Some phone s can scan the bar codes in a store to find out the Some phone s can scan the bar codes in a store to find out the 
savings and where they can get it for a better psavings and where they can get it for a better psavings and where they can get it for a better psavings and where they can get it for a better price.rice.rice.rice. 

 

    
LESS IS FINE, AND PROBABLY BETTERLESS IS FINE, AND PROBABLY BETTERLESS IS FINE, AND PROBABLY BETTERLESS IS FINE, AND PROBABLY BETTER 

Have you ever noticed how, for some people, especially children, you plan and 
plan and get what you think they’d like, they unwrap your precious find or 
creation and may not even acknowledge it. They move onto the next gift or say, 
“Is that all?” Are they ungrateful? No, just satiated with advertising, media hypes, 
toys and “stuff” all year long and mall walks that entice them to the “I have to 
have it all” mentality. And, if they are getting lots of other presents, it’s really 
overwhelming for them too.    

    
The 3 states of man:The 3 states of man:The 3 states of man:The 3 states of man:    
        He believes in Santa Claus.He believes in Santa Claus.He believes in Santa Claus.He believes in Santa Claus.    
        He doesn't believe in Santa Claus.He doesn't believe in Santa Claus.He doesn't believe in Santa Claus.He doesn't believe in Santa Claus.    
        He is Santa Claus.He is Santa Claus.He is Santa Claus.He is Santa Claus.    

 
I know several uncles, aunts and grandparents too who buy their young nieces, nephews and 
grandchildren U.S. Savings Bonds for their birthdays and Christmas, and then wrap a very small gift 
for them to open. Everyone wins. Savings Bonds are purchased in very doable amounts and they 
mature over the years to serve the children much better in their future than toys they don’t really 
need now, money spent and gone. 
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Who’s in charge? Parents need to tell their children and teach their children to be realistic. This is a 
good mindset and life-skill that will come in handy all through their lives. 
 
It’s OK to say to your child that a certain toy is too expensive. Up to a certain age, it’s a great deal 
to use old St. Nick for present buying budget discussions too. “Little Johnny and Susie, even Santa 
Claus has limited funds and has to choose what to give because he has a very long list.”  
 
When I was a child (before malls and Internet) we were given the Sears & Roebuck Christmas 
Catalog and told to circle or cut out the toys we wanted. With this list, Mom and Dad and Santa 
Claus would try to choose the most suitable present. It worked out well for everyone. Kids get to 
wish and parents “get the picture” so there’s no mistakes, but no promises either.  
 
Bottom-line: Children have to learn that their wish is not someone's command and to curb their 
desires for instant gratification. 
 
Plan! Plan your budget, plan your shopping, plan your gifts. You can buy less and gain satisfaction 
from enjoying the purchasing and the giving — knowing you’ll have less stress over the upcoming 
bills. 
 

 
� HOUSE & MEAL PREP: Cooking, Cleaning, Baking and Candlestick 

Making 
Sooooo, who’s the cook in your house? If it’s you, is this satisfying 
and something that nourishes your soul? If it does, great! Have a 
wonderful time creating, cooking, baking, stirring, boiling, spooning, 
slicing, dicing, and serving your tribe. If it’s not, the stress that it may 
cause may not be worth it.  
 

Obviously the same goes for cleaning. Of course you know there’s clean and 
tidy, and then there’s anal-retentive hospital sterile clean! Does your family 
come to see you or your house? Be practical and enjoy people.  Or, maybe 
you “used to” always have an amazingly clean and decorated house, but 
you’re ill this year, too many important things on your plate and don’t have 

time, or you’re aging, and you really can’t do it all yourself anymore. Reality’s tough 
sometimes, but, it’s better to admit it and enjoy the people in your life than to make 
everyone miserable because you’re unwilling to give up “what was” for “what is.” 
 
a) Ask for help. Even if they don’t do it as well as you do, maybe it’s worth letting go of 

doing it all and losing your sanity. 
b) Set up a buffet this year. Try any way of serving that might be easier. 
c) PRE-plan to invite others to bring a certain dish or part of the meal so you don’t have 

to spend all day in the kitchen. 
d) Order in. Many restaurants, grocery stores and caterers will bring it to you. Gravy and 

all! 
e) Go out. Why not? If it helps you enjoy your day and time with family more, then so be 

it! Find a buffet that suits everyone’s needs. 
f) Hire your house cleaned before and after the holidays when your time is better spent 

on other activities. 
g) Plan to have your “feast” another day. We all can’t always be together on the exact 

“feast days” dictated by history and calendars. Whatever day you say is your holiday, 
it is. 
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                                                                                                                                                                                            Over 31million people will be travelingOver 31million people will be travelingOver 31million people will be travelingOver 31million people will be traveling    
                                                                                                                                                                                        at least 50 miles for this holiday season. at least 50 miles for this holiday season. at least 50 miles for this holiday season. at least 50 miles for this holiday season.  
 

� TRAVEL: From Bed to Your Table or Around the World 
With fluctuating gas, food and travel costs and paying for every checked 
bag at the airport, people are making different choices than in the past. 
a) Plan ahead. 
b) Send packages ahead instead of carrying in the car  
      or especially in a plane (with possible added fees), bus or train. 
c) If you’re at your destination ahead of time, wait and buy your gifts 

there. 
d) Give light easy-to-carry-and-pack gifts, like movie tickets, video/DVD/CD store 

certificates, magazine subscriptions, pre-paid gift cards, etc. (I do not support giving 
gift cards to children, they can be easily lost or never used.) 

 

                                                                                                Speaking of Gift Cards:Speaking of Gift Cards:Speaking of Gift Cards:Speaking of Gift Cards:    
                                                                Over 5 billion dollars worth of Gift Cards Over 5 billion dollars worth of Gift Cards Over 5 billion dollars worth of Gift Cards Over 5 billion dollars worth of Gift Cards     
                                                                                go used each year. go used each year. go used each year. go used each year.     
    

 
e) Order gifts and have them sent directly to the recipient with the, “Don’t Open Until…” 

sticker on them. 
f) Plan for traffic, weather, delays, and lost luggage. All the nightmares that can happen 

will happen to someone. 
g) Make it work for you and keep it simple. 

 
 

Santa Claus is a jolly fellow!Santa Claus is a jolly fellow!Santa Claus is a jolly fellow!Santa Claus is a jolly fellow!    
ImaImaImaImagine all that driving and stillgine all that driving and stillgine all that driving and stillgine all that driving and still    
being able to say, "Ho! Ho! Ho!"being able to say, "Ho! Ho! Ho!"being able to say, "Ho! Ho! Ho!"being able to say, "Ho! Ho! Ho!" 

 

 

� FOOD: Eating, Drinking, Indulging and Enjoying 
Now, here’s a hot button for most of us. Mid-November signals the onslaught of holiday 
parties, family reunions and an increase in food. For some, the emotional stress proves too 
much and they take it out on their bodies.  
 

Did you know that one plate of your basic holiday turkey, dressing, 
mashed potatoes, etc. has over 2,300 calories and over 50 grams of fat? 
Add beer, wine, lots of cookies, candy, fudge, “special holiday foods” in 
mass quantities, and little to no exercise to get those calories back off, 
and you’re headed for misery. (Gee, I wonder if there’s someone we can 
sue over this potential weight gain! Butterball?) 

 
But, before we talk about eating, partying, grazing, drinking, trying, tasting, nibbling, “Oh, 
just one more won’t hurt,” buffets, hors d'oeuvres, appetizers, “Oh, I shouldn’t, but…,” 
entrées, first course, second course, third course, gorging, back over to the other in-laws, 
dessert, acid reflux relief, and pass the pink stuff… I’ve ordered up a little “humor on the 
side” to share. 
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HOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!    
 
                        
    
                    It’s the holidays. Just remember these three things:It’s the holidays. Just remember these three things:It’s the holidays. Just remember these three things:It’s the holidays. Just remember these three things:    
                 1. “Stressed" spelled backward i1. “Stressed" spelled backward i1. “Stressed" spelled backward i1. “Stressed" spelled backward is "desserts."s "desserts."s "desserts."s "desserts."    
                 2.  2.  2.  2.  Eat desserts first.Eat desserts first.Eat desserts first.Eat desserts first.    
                 3. 3. 3. 3.     Chocolate is a vegetable.Chocolate is a vegetable.Chocolate is a vegetable.Chocolate is a vegetable.    

    
    
CHOCOLATE IS A VEGETABLECHOCOLATE IS A VEGETABLECHOCOLATE IS A VEGETABLECHOCOLATE IS A VEGETABLE     

 

� Chocolate is derived from cocoa beans. Bean= vegetable. 
Sugar is derived from either sugar CANE or sugar BEETS. Both are  
plants, which places them in the vegetable category. Thus, chocolate  
is a vegetable.  (Photo from www.facts-about-chocolate.com/) 

 
� To go one step further, chocolate candy bars also contain milk,  

which is dairy. So chocolate bars are a health food.  
 

� Chocolate-covered raisins, cherries, orange slices and strawberries all 
count as fruit, so eat as many as you want.  

 
 
If you've got melted chocolate all over your hands, you're eating it too slowly.  

  
The problem: How to get 2 pounds of chocolate home from the store in a hot car.  
The solution: Eat it in the parking lot. 
 
PONDER (This one’s your call) 
If I eat equal amounts of dark chocolate and white chocolate, is that a balanced diet? 
Don't they actually counteract each other? 
  
TO DO 
Put "eat chocolate" at the top of your list of things to do today. That way, at least 
you'll get one thing done.  
 
DID YOU KNOW? 
A nice box of chocolates can provide your total daily intake of calories in one place. 
Now, isn't that handy? 
 
THINK ABOUT IT 
If not for chocolate, there would be no need for control top pantyhose. An entire 
garment industry would be devastated. You can't let that happen, can you? 
 
FACT 
Unless it’s organic and all natural, chocolate has many preservatives. Preservatives 
make you look younger. 
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DIET TIP: Eat a chocolate bar before each meal. It'll take the edge off your appetite, and you'll 
eat less. 
 

How do we spend our billionsHow do we spend our billionsHow do we spend our billionsHow do we spend our billions    oooon holidays throughout the year? n holidays throughout the year? n holidays throughout the year? n holidays throughout the year?   
 
         Gifts are the most common purchase that consumers make during the major  
         holidays, and account for 47.2 percent of total holiday sales.  

 
         Food and drink make up the second largest category of holiday spending, accounting  
         for 36.2 percent of purchases.  
 

                     The third largest category, with 5.8 percent of purchases, is decorations and  
                     costumes. 
 

 
The secret, of course, is moderation and balance. You’ve got to know what you can 
handle so as not to set yourself up for failure, which means… plan ahead! 
 

Here are more concrete things to do to stay in charge and feel good about this holiday season. 
 

THE 6 TIPS FOR EATING YOUR WAY THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS SAFELYTHE 6 TIPS FOR EATING YOUR WAY THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS SAFELYTHE 6 TIPS FOR EATING YOUR WAY THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS SAFELYTHE 6 TIPS FOR EATING YOUR WAY THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS SAFELY 
  
1.  PLAN AHEAD! 
No matter what your plans are, food is going to be part of it. So whether 
you’re celebrating at a high-end gala or staying home and fixing turkey, 
lamb, ham, fish, meatloaf or tofu, food is food! No matter how 
expensive, rich or simple your options you’ll be hungry again in a couple 
of hours, guaranteed. So, do yourself a favor and eat light during the day 
so that you can have some fun eating “special holiday foods” and 
increase your exercise to offset the calories.  
 
2.  DON’T OVEREAT: STOP AND CHOOSE 
No matter how wonderful and special and delicious the food is there’s 
always more. Take a moment to scan the dinner table or buffet table 
visually and consciously before taking anything. Come from a place of 
“choice,” not deprivation. Choose the best of the best, ignore the rest! 
When you choose what and how much of each item you are going to eat, you can choose the 
portion much more wisely. Allow yourself to eat a little of your three or four favorite dishes. Again, 
easy on the second helpings! Try this trick: use a smaller plate and limit yourself to one trip! If you 
find yourself “trancing” — that zombie, zone state where you don’t remember you’ve even eaten it 
all — unconscious feelings of deprivation and old triggered emotions, it’s likely you’ll eat too quickly, 
not tasting much of it anyway.  
 
3.  DON’T DRINK ALCOHOL ON AN EMPTY STOMACH  
Not only is alcohol high-calorie, but it lowers your inhibitions and can set up your body to crave 
more food. If you do drink, alternate between drinking alcohol and soda, a fruit drink, tea or water.  
(I don’t think I need to go into the drinking and driving lecture here, do I?) 
 
4.  DON’T GO HUNGRY TO A PARTY 
Keep the edge off your hunger before a party or while waiting for grandma to get the 
food on the table. Low blood sugar will cause you to be very hungry, thus eating from 

Americans have a fear of 
food. They eat like it’s 
their last meal and are 
afraid of it, creating 
heart attacks and weight 
gain. Parisians try little 
bits and know there’s 
always more. We have  
3-hour dinners here and 
enjoy every moment. 
~Patricia Wells 
American cook in Paris 
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deprivation. Low blood sugar is also hard on nerves, brain and body. Eat a small, low-fat snack, 
such as a piece of fruit or a bagel, or a few nuts for protein, or even a protein bar before you head 
out the door or while waiting and talking to family and guests to take the edge off of hunger and 
your mind sharp. 
 
5.  MOVE AND MOVE SOME MORE 
Exercise often. Also, don’t stand around the food table or in the kitchen where there’s 
food, candy, cookies, good odors, etc. all the time. Why tempt yourself? MOVE. Get 
away from it. Do what you have to in order to take care of yourself, no matter what 
anyone else thinks or says, it’s your body and your life.  
 
6.  BE REALISTIC  
Holidays are not a good time to try to start a diet or lose weight if you are inclined to recline and 
indulge. You will absolutely make yourself crazy. Instead, strive to maintain your weight by 
balancing eating with exercise and by keeping a balance on all levels — mental, emotional, financial, 
relationships and energy. Work within your DAE — Daily Allotment of Energy — so that you don’t 
use eating or drinking to deal with stress. 

 
Whatever you don’t eat this holiday season will still be there next year, and in this 
country it’ll be at most grocery stores tomorrow as well! Remember, the holidays are 
about so much more than food. Ask your children the meaning of the holidays. Food 
probably won’t be the first answer, and maybe toys won’t be either! Enjoy and savor 

your time with friends and family to celebrate all that you have.  
 

AMERICA’S GROWING PROBLEMAMERICA’S GROWING PROBLEMAMERICA’S GROWING PROBLEMAMERICA’S GROWING PROBLEM    
Now, on a serious note — can you say obesity? The news headlines can. It’s no secret we’re the 
strongest, richest and most free country in the world. We the people are also the fattest, and most 
inactive and out of shape.  
 

FAT IS A GOOD THINGFAT IS A GOOD THINGFAT IS A GOOD THINGFAT IS A GOOD THING    (Pay attenti(Pay attenti(Pay attenti(Pay attention to the front of the room!)on to the front of the room!)on to the front of the room!)on to the front of the room!)     
There are good reasons for everything of course. Obesity, and for that matter 
being any number of pounds over your personal healthy weight is 
characterized by storage of excess body fat. You knew that!  
 
The human body naturally stores fat tissue under the skin and around organs 
and joints. Fat is critical for good health because it is a source of energy 
when the body lacks the energy necessary to sustain life processes. It also 
provides insulation and protection for internal organs. But the accumulation of 
too much fat in the body is associated with a variety of health problems. 
Studies show that individuals who are 20 percent or more overweight run a 
greater risk of developing diabetes mellitus, hypertension, coronary heart disease, stroke, arthritis 
and some forms of cancer. (Scared yet? Don’t be. But do be informed and no griping if you have 
problems with your “earth suit” due to not making or taking the time to take care of it properly!) 
 

A friend called me one day saying that she’d been to the doctor because her 
knees hurt so much. The doctor told her that it was because she was about 40 
pounds over weight. She said that that couldn’t be what was causing her knees 
to hurt, that there must be a different reason. There must be something really 
wrong and she probably will need to see another doctor. I told her the good 
news and the bad news! The good news is it isn’t something else, and that she 
doesn’t want it to be something else! The bad news is it is her weight. I know, 
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because it’s happened to me too! The solution: lose some weight and do exercise to strengthen 
knees! So basic! So in our control! 
 
But my friend Jane was a different story. For some people, their weight is a symptom of feeling 
insecure, unloved and unlovable. The fat acts as a layer of safety, of armor. You my be familiar with 
Oprah’s story and struggle with her weight. As she comes into her own, even into her later 40’s, 
she battled with messages she got from her father and other’s about being fat: “You’ll never be able 
to lose it, it’s just the way our family is” and other faulty beliefs and blocks. We all have them and 
they show up differently for each of us.  
 
I met Jane when I needed an acupuncturist several years ago. She was great and we spent a good 
amount of time talking as I laid on the table during my treatment. She had been very abused as a 
child by her father. She decided, in her late-thirties to find a new way to work out these painful 
issues. She attended a 9-month re-birthing class. (9-months being the same time it takes to birth a 
child). Several months into the program she was able to communicate her anger and rage at and 
about her father in her session. I couldn’t believe her transformation. Within 2 months she had lost 
about 30 pounds without changing anything about her eating or exercise. Her weight had been her 
safety against her father’s abuse. It was all right to let it go. 
 
RESOURCE: I want to mention a powerful method of releasing emotional traumas in the body that 
hold on weight and dis-ease, or Neuro Emotional Traumas and Conditions N.E.C’s of all kinds. 
N.E.T., or Neuro Emotional Technique is very effective if finding the past core issue the keeps you 
stuck in loops of physical, emotional and mental distress. I was hypoglycemic for over 37 years and 
within four sessions with my Kinesiologist using N.E.T. it’s over 80%gone. Find a practitioner at 
www.netmindbody.com  or www.icak.com. 
 

MODERATION TO ALL AND TOMODERATION TO ALL AND TOMODERATION TO ALL AND TOMODERATION TO ALL AND TO    ALL A GOOD FIGHTALL A GOOD FIGHTALL A GOOD FIGHTALL A GOOD FIGHT    
Basically, of course, there are general guidelines to keep the balance between body weight and 
energy (food) intake through rational caloric and fat choices and exercise. For most people the 
holidays bring on temptation, but also the joy and pleasure of parties, holiday festivities and other 
social gatherings. It’s not “all or none” and it doesn’t mean you have to throw in the towel.  

 

All foods  even traditional holiday treats  can fit into a healthful eating plan for 
the calorie conscious. The secret is moderation and balance.  
 

Remember, the holidays are so much more than food. Remember the meaning of the holidays. 
Savor the time with friends and family to celebrate all that you are and all that you have. 
Remember, 99% of whatever you don’t get a chance to eat, or choose not to eat this holiday 
season can be found somewhere anytime of the year, even eggnog!  
 

� THE SACRED: Religious Holiday Rituals and Ceremonies 
Do what is right for you and your family. Everyone celebrates the holidays 

differently. I find it a great relief to know that it’s not my job to 
dictate what’s right or best. What is clear to me however is that like 
all other topics I’ve covered in this book, it’s important to honor and 
trust yourself and speak up for yourself.  

 
Think about it, if you fight about going to religious services and ruin yet another holiday for 
everyone, well, isn’t that just unholy!? 
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Give us, Lord,Give us, Lord,Give us, Lord,Give us, Lord,    
A bit of sun,A bit of sun,A bit of sun,A bit of sun,        
A bit of work,A bit of work,A bit of work,A bit of work,    

And a bit of fun.And a bit of fun.And a bit of fun.And a bit of fun.    
~ ~ ~ ~ English prayer English prayer English prayer English prayer     

 
� EMOTIONS 

The basis of this book, on one level or another, is about emotions and feelings and the 
tendency to ramp them up into stress and mania for very slight reasons. In this section I 
want to touch on extreme emotions around the holidays. 
a) Frustrations and stressful feelings — This is what we’ve been identifying thus far. Use all 

the preceding exercises and tips to guide you into calmer waters. 
b) Loneliness — Holidays can be a very sad and painful time if you have no one with whom 

to spend your holidays. It is very important to plan ahead so you don’t set yourself up to 
be depressed and isolated.  

       Call friends, invite yourself over, let them know you’re alone and let them invite 
you. Volunteer to help others out at shelters or home health care facilities. Get creative, 
but plan early. 

c) Grief — A great sadness that many encounter during the holidays is the loss of a loved 
one. This includes pets as well as people. Make sure you don’t isolate yourself. Be sure 
to talk with family and friends. Seek out grief groups or counseling at your local hospital, 
church, synagogue or mental health center. 

d) Violence — Money problems, stress on gift buying, relationships, addictions… there are 
too many occurrences of domestic violence each year due to people not dealing with 
their every day lives well. When the holidays multiply the stress, and amplify fears, loss 
of self-confidence and sense of self-control, “all hell can break loose.”  
      If there is someone in your life who could be violent, plan ahead by communicating 
your needs. Make sure you and your children have a plan for action if the attacker 
becomes violent. Don’t let yourself trance — go on stun and not act — and allow 
something irreversible to happen. Stop it now. Change your life. You deserve better. (In 
case you forgot all that you deserve, go back to the list! Pg. 24.) 
      If you are a person with a knee jerk temper or addiction or history of other problems 
ripe for the overwhelm holidays, don’t use them as an excuse to lose yourself. You 
might not get yourself back next time. Stop it now. Change your life. You deserve better. 
(In case you forgot all that you deserve, go back to the list! Pg. 24.) 
 

Feelings and emotions are normal and natural. They make us human.Feelings and emotions are normal and natural. They make us human.Feelings and emotions are normal and natural. They make us human.Feelings and emotions are normal and natural. They make us human.    
They are indicators that you are still alive!They are indicators that you are still alive!They are indicators that you are still alive!They are indicators that you are still alive!    

You are responsible for whYou are responsible for whYou are responsible for whYou are responsible for what at at at you doyou doyou doyou do    with them.with them.with them.with them. 
 

 
� SAFETY: At Home and Shopping 

And finally safety. The holidays find homes across the country needlessly 
burned down due to faulty wiring on Christmas and decorations that start 
fires. Candles and fireplaces left unattended also account for many fires. So 
many of these disasters can be averted with common sense. 
 

The #1factor in child deaths due to fireThe #1factor in child deaths due to fireThe #1factor in child deaths due to fireThe #1factor in child deaths due to fire    
is that they caused it themselves.is that they caused it themselves.is that they caused it themselves.is that they caused it themselves.    
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When you are home, be sure to: 
a) Keep matches and lighters away from children. 
b) Keep anything that can burn (Christmas trees, decorations, curtains, bedding) at least 

three feet away from heaters, candles, fireplaces and stoves. 
c) If you are leaving the room or going to sleep, make sure candles are blown out, and 

heaters, holiday lights, stoves and novelty items such as potpourri pots are turned off. 
Rule: If it gets hot, keep an eye on it.  

d) Have your chimney cleaned and know how to use it. Only burn wood (never Christmas 
trees, wrapping paper or garbage). Don’t overload the fireplace with too much wood. 

e) Get a multi-plug surge protector if you are plugging in more than one cord. Make sure 
that all your cords are in good shape, without any bends, fraying or broken plugs. Never 
cover a cord with a rug or furniture. Cords can overheat and start a fire. 

f) Be sure to keep your doors and cars locked; garage door shut and locked, and report 
suspicious persons/activities. 

g) Know and reach out to your neighborshave a small pot luck dinner or other get-
together. Check on the elderly and those who may be in poor health. Working with your 
neighbors can help keep your community safe. 

 

The best way to reduce injury and death in a car crash is toThe best way to reduce injury and death in a car crash is toThe best way to reduce injury and death in a car crash is toThe best way to reduce injury and death in a car crash is to    
be sure to wear shoulder be sure to wear shoulder be sure to wear shoulder be sure to wear shoulder andandandand    lap beltlap beltlap beltlap belt    

if they are not automatically connected. if they are not automatically connected. if they are not automatically connected. if they are not automatically connected.     
 
When leaving your home, car and shopping: 
h) Always wear your seat belt, even if you’re only going a block. 
i) Wallets and purses make holiday shoppers vulnerable. Don’t carry large amounts of 

cash. Use check or credit/debit cards. The fewer credit cards, the better. Use a fanny 
pack, worn in front, or use the travelers’ under-the-clothing money pack. 

j) Only take the cash, check book, credit and debit cards that you need. 
k) Make sure that you know where your plastic card is after paying — that you received 

it back and that you put it away where it belongs. 
l) When holiday shopping, put all packages in the trunk and out of sight. Park in well-lit 

areas and as close to the door as soon as possible. Have your car keys ready when 
you leave a store or other location. Check your car before entering. 

m) Don’t talk on your cell phone while walking in a shopping parking lot with packages and 
children in tow. Too many disasters can happen too quickly.  

n) Some malls have security personnel who will walk you to your car if you request it. 
Don’t shy away from asking. 

o) When your car is moving, and your behind the wheel, hang up and drive. (‘Nuf said!) 
 
(Thank you to the Longmont Colorado Police Department for the holiday home safety tips!) 
 

HAVE A GREAT HOLIDAY SEASON THIS YEAR AND EVERY YEAR!HAVE A GREAT HOLIDAY SEASON THIS YEAR AND EVERY YEAR!HAVE A GREAT HOLIDAY SEASON THIS YEAR AND EVERY YEAR!HAVE A GREAT HOLIDAY SEASON THIS YEAR AND EVERY YEAR!    
There are PLENTY of things that you can do about the holidays to feel in 
charge, less stressed and more centered throughout the year.  
 
Holiday Stress Be Gone! You deserve to enjoy this time and all times of the 
year.  
 

� Stand up for yourself,  
� step into your life anew and  
� enjoy your family, friends, activities and festivities. 
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If I had no sense of humor, If I had no sense of humor, If I had no sense of humor, If I had no sense of humor,     

I should long ago have committed suicide.I should long ago have committed suicide.I should long ago have committed suicide.I should long ago have committed suicide.    
~ Mahatma Gandhi~ Mahatma Gandhi~ Mahatma Gandhi~ Mahatma Gandhi 

 
 
 
 

    
    
    
                                                                                                YOUR “SIMPLIFY YOUR HOLIDAYS” YOUR “SIMPLIFY YOUR HOLIDAYS” YOUR “SIMPLIFY YOUR HOLIDAYS” YOUR “SIMPLIFY YOUR HOLIDAYS”     
                                                                                                                                        12121212----STEP SUMMARYSTEP SUMMARYSTEP SUMMARYSTEP SUMMARY    
    

1. Dreading the holidays comes from our inner experience not matching what society, 

the media and movies tells us “should be” and “must be” for “everyone else.” So 

what’s wrong with you? 

2. Trust yourself. Don't try to be and do what you're not.  

3. Keep up your normal routine and know that “this too shall pass.” 

4. PLAN AHEAD on everything. Leave no item, idea or question unresolved! 

5. BUDGET and use your GIFT LIST. DON’T OVERSPEND.  

6. Communicate everything. Don’t assume anything. Don’t stay quiet about things  

            that are important to you. 

7. Balance your expectations to meet reality. You may need to change your expectations 

and sometimes, your standards. No holiday is going to be perfect. 

8. LIGHTEN UP! You’re not superwoman/man. Ask for help, even if others do not  

            do things the way you’d do it or it’s not “perfect.” 

9. There are no points in heaven for perfectionists, know-it-all’s, victims and martyrs. 

10.  The holidays aren’t about you! They are about whatever you make them about.   

 Choose wisely! 

11.  STOP! BREATHE. Enjoy the people you are with and your “event” experience. 

 Look for the little things that bring you joy, not the big stuff. Enjoy yourself.  

12.   BottomBottomBottomBottom----line? line? line? line? KEEP THE HOLIDAYS SIMPLE!KEEP THE HOLIDAYS SIMPLE!KEEP THE HOLIDAYS SIMPLE!KEEP THE HOLIDAYS SIMPLE!     
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Ahhhh. Feet up. Relax. You’re all focused and planned out for this holiday season right? So, 
now just sit back, sip your BOC and think about how much fun you’ll have being prepared 
and pre-planned for next year!!! 

 

    
    

NOTES: NOTES: NOTES: NOTES:                                                 

    
                                                        
    
                                                        
    
                                                        
    
                                                        
    
                                                        
    
                                                        
    
                                                        
    
                                                        
    
    

“It’s the most wonderful                   

             time of the year….” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And, if all else fails, recite the tried and true Serenity Prayer! 
 

SERENITY PRAYERSERENITY PRAYERSERENITY PRAYERSERENITY PRAYER    
God grant me the serenityGod grant me the serenityGod grant me the serenityGod grant me the serenity    

to accept the things I cannot change,to accept the things I cannot change,to accept the things I cannot change,to accept the things I cannot change,     

the couragethe couragethe couragethe courage    to change the things I can,to change the things I can,to change the things I can,to change the things I can,    

and the wisdom to know the difference.and the wisdom to know the difference.and the wisdom to know the difference.and the wisdom to know the difference. 
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����    Chapter 6 Chapter 6 Chapter 6 Chapter 6 ����    
Get a Jump on Next Holiday SeasonGet a Jump on Next Holiday SeasonGet a Jump on Next Holiday SeasonGet a Jump on Next Holiday Season    

and Stop Stress in its Tracks!!and Stop Stress in its Tracks!!and Stop Stress in its Tracks!!and Stop Stress in its Tracks!!    
 

    
So, all planned out and nowhere to go? No matter how much time there is 
before the next holiday season, you now have the tools and guides to help 
you maneuver the waters. Don’t wait until the last minute next year to take 
care of yourself. Start early and create a positive holiday experience. 
 
At the end of every holiday season, just come to this chapter, fill in this list 
again for the next year, and start back in Chapter 1. It may take a couple of 
cycles to get the hang of it and to truly stand up for yourself, your desires 
and needs.  
 

Take the time every day to create your world consciously. Nothing you want to see 
change for the better will do it without some help. Step up to the plate. (Baseball, not 
buffet!) 

 
 

STOP. BREATHE. LET’S GET READY FOR NEXT YEAR!STOP. BREATHE. LET’S GET READY FOR NEXT YEAR!STOP. BREATHE. LET’S GET READY FOR NEXT YEAR!STOP. BREATHE. LET’S GET READY FOR NEXT YEAR!    
As before, take a deep breath, get out your crayons and let’s get ready for next year. Start here with 

the first exercise we did from last year RISK TO CHANGE (Pg. 9) that will help you identify and 
define — maybe even fine tune —what you really feel and think about the holidays. Let this process 
help you start to focus on what you want to tweak and change for next year. 
 
� Jot a word, phrase or statement behind the following topics that apply to 
your being stressed last holiday season. (Invite your family members to do 
the same!) Dump away! Get it out of your cells and bones for good! 
 
What happened that was stressful to me with…: 

 
•  family - 

•  relationships - 

•  friends - 

•  children - 

•  gift giving - 

•  spending money - 

•  gift receiving - 

•  charity - 

•  religious ritual - 

•  use of time - 

•  use of energy -  

 

No one can make you 
feel inferior without 
your consent.  
~ Eleanor Roosevelt, 
'This Is My Story,' 
1937 
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•  work -  

•  play -  

•  fun - 

•  food - 

•  alcohol - 

•  decorations - 

•  parties -  

•  meal preparations - 

•  travel -  

Other, (fill in your own): 

•                

•                 

•                

•                

•                

•  I am now aware... 

 

 

 
So, how did that feel! Yeah, sometimes it just feels good to get all these thoughts, frustrations and 
concerns off your chest and into print. 
 

What price are you willing to pay for happiness?What price are you willing to pay for happiness?What price are you willing to pay for happiness?What price are you willing to pay for happiness?    
 

Make your next holiday season a better and brighter one for yourself and your family by planning 
now.  

 
Remember, as you strike out with your newfound clarity, focus and assertive 
courage, don’t expect everyone to agree with you. Expect the ripples in the 
water to rock a few boats!  
 
My answer to that? “Oh, well!” That might just be the price for your freedom 
from stress, anxiety, physical illness related to stress, feeling out of control, 
and myriads of other conditions from not being clear about your wants, 
needs and boundaries. 

 

GREAT STORY: TAKING CHARGE OF CHANGE IS IMPORTANT AT ANY AGEGREAT STORY: TAKING CHARGE OF CHANGE IS IMPORTANT AT ANY AGEGREAT STORY: TAKING CHARGE OF CHANGE IS IMPORTANT AT ANY AGEGREAT STORY: TAKING CHARGE OF CHANGE IS IMPORTANT AT ANY AGE    
Here’s a great example from a workshop participant who was in one of my How to Beat the Holiday 
Blues programs. This woman, about 69, shared that after the holidays the previous year, she wrote 
letters to her five adult children, who lived in five different states. She thanked them for visiting her 
for the holidays, and then went on to explain to them that she DID NOT WANT them to come to 
her house again for Christmas! She stated that it was too stressful with all of her grandchildren in 

 

We could never 
learn to be brave 
and patient if there 
were only joy in the 
world. 
~ Helen Keller 
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her home and too costly for all of them to travel from out of state, making it a hardship financially 
and emotionally on some of them. 
 
She suggested that from now on they all stay home or do what they wanted. She 
stated that she would decide who she would visit each year and discuss it with 
them early in the fall to see if it would fit their schedule first. She said, “And, in 
fact, if I want to go on a cruise to Hawaii alone, and not to visit any of them, I’ll do 
that instead!”  
 
What a great mother, grandmother, friend and role model she is to her family! 
Everyone was relieved that she took the initiative to offer an option that they were 
afraid to suggest. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

PERMISSIONPERMISSIONPERMISSIONPERMISSIONTo enjoy every moment.To enjoy every moment.To enjoy every moment.To enjoy every moment.    
There are no guarantees in life. Enjoy every moment of your holiday season so that you 

can better enjoy every moment of your every day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happiness is having a large,  
loving, caring, close-knit family  

in another city. 
~ George Burns 

 

If you can't make it better, 
you can laugh at it. 
~ Erma Bombeck 
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Thank you for ordering this book!Thank you for ordering this book!Thank you for ordering this book!Thank you for ordering this book! 
 
I hope it’s been helpful to you for your personal needs. 
 
To order more Holiday Stress Be Gone! eBooks, go to my website or mail a check ($19.00 for PDF 
ebook, or $25.00 for downloaded and sent by mail in the USA) to the address below with your 
complete contact information and email address. The ebook will be emailed (PDF file) or by mail 
depending on your request. http://www.drdeclutter.com/bookstore  
 
Other products available on my website including my book Letting Go With All Your Might and 
ebook Burn Your House Down! And 99 other creative ways to get and stay organized. Visit my health 
site www.ThyroidU.com for my eManual Get Your Life Back! Reset Your Thyroid Health. 
 

Feedback? If tips from this book helped you to keep it simple, stay centered and de-stress over the 
holidays, let me know! Email me at kim@drdeclutter.com .  
 

MORE HELP TO STAY CENTERED AND HAPPY, EVERYDAY MORE HELP TO STAY CENTERED AND HAPPY, EVERYDAY MORE HELP TO STAY CENTERED AND HAPPY, EVERYDAY MORE HELP TO STAY CENTERED AND HAPPY, EVERYDAY     
If you would like other articles, blog or products from Kim Wolinski, “Dr. DeClutter,” go to  
www.DrDeClutter.com where you will find: 
 

� Free articles on various subjects to help you declutter on all levels  material “stuff,” 

mental, emotional and relationship issues and BLOG: www.DrDeClutterBlog.com   

� To receive Kim’s eNewsletter, “Dr. DeClutter’s Organizing Tips and Tool,” go to 

www.drdeclutter.com and subscribe through SIGN-UP FREE NEWSLETTER on the 

navigation bar, or email kim@drdeclutter.com and request newsletter. 

� Hire Dr. DeClutter Professional Organizer to help you get and stay organized! … 

appointments in person or over the phone. I have TRAVEL PACKAGES to organize you 

anywhere in the world! 

� Hire Kim to speak to your group, company, organization, association or club. 

� If you need personal lifestyle-coaching by telephone, email Kim to discuss your needs. 

 

Have a wonderful holiday, and everyday!Have a wonderful holiday, and everyday!Have a wonderful holiday, and everyday!Have a wonderful holiday, and everyday! 

Thank you,Thank you,Thank you,Thank you,    

KimKimKimKim 

Kim Wolinski, MSW 
Dr. DeClutter 
2450 Airport Rd, B218 
Longmont, Colorado 80503   
(303) 485-5280   kim@drdeclutter.com    www.DrDeClutter.com  


